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others. The future of the New England
farm will be largely the working out of
these condition*.
They are, of courae, the
of the new lands of the west and the increased use of farm machinery. These
two ouaes have worked together, each
depending upou the other. In fact, had
it not been for the invention of our
modern farm machinery, the competition
of the west would never have been what
it is, and had it not been for the demand
arising from the vast level plains of the
west, farm machinery would never have
reached its present stage of advancement.
Western competition with our agriculture has thus been severe for two
reasons: Superior fertility of the soil,
and its better adaptability to the use of
machinery. Exhaustion of virgin fertility in the west and improved methods
of tillage and fertilization in the east
are rendering the west less superior in
the lirst respect. The other consideration I believe to be the vital one. The
future of the individual New England
farm depends upon whether or not it
Of course,
can be tilled by machinery.
there is no bard and fast rule. Our
farms vary from those that can be tilled
as easily as a prairie to those that can be
cultivated only with a pickax».
For the best class of farms I believe
the future is bright and that prices will
improve In Vermont we have thousands of acres of land which can be
bought now for 120 or -530 an acre. If
these lands were located in Illinois or
Iowa, they would sell for #100 an acre.
I cannot but believe that the future
will bring a demand for this land. On
the other hand, we have many acres in
cultivation which I believe can best be
given up to the growth of forest. Wo
shall see more artificial forest planting
in New England in the future, and thereby see the land so utilized as to yield
more net protit per acre than it now
yields in pastures and fields.
There is no occasion for discourageI have never been
ment in Vermont.
one to mourn over abandoned farms or
to urge artificial means to prevent their
going back to forest. The causes working here are beyond the control of
government. It is worth remembering
that when a man abandons a farm he
does it simply because he can live more
easily and happily elsewhere. New
England might abandon a third of the
land now in farm and produce more on
the remain 1er than she is now producing and at vastly less expense.
Erxkst Hitchcock.
|

AMONG THE FABMERS.

PARK,

SOUTH PARIS,

SOT TO BE FEARED.

I have no fears for the future of the
New
England farm. The business
MAINE.
methods and the increased facilities foi
SOUTH PARIS,
doidu farm work by machinery have
Λ ! my best work warrante·!.
added materially to the possibilities of
the New England farmer, and he baa a
H. p. JONES,
better chance now than ever before to
make a substantial profit out of agriDentist,
culture. The great western farms are
MAINE.
NORWAY,
being cut up into smaller areas, and
to 4.
they will be run in the future more like
Ο dice Hour»—9 to 14—1
our farms; so we will have a better
chance to compete with them.
Κ SMITH,
New England beef is selling for much
Attorney at Law,
more than it did live years ago, and the
MAINE.
farmeis can give their attention to this
NORWAY,
with
Collection κ a Specialty. branch of
profit
agriculture
Ilurr.i' Block.
Horses are worth double what they were
five years ago, which goes to show that
>- liKICK A
PARK.
the west is not supplying the great deat
Law,
mand for them. Hero, too, is a chance
Attorneys
for the New England farmer.
MAINE.
BETHEL,
Farm help will be largely overcome
Ellery 0. Park.
A IJlaoa E. Merrick.
by machinery in a few years. This
difficulty in getting men to work the
S. HARLOW,
farms has been a great drawback in this
part of the country, but with the advent
Attorney at Law,
of the improved machinery, this trouble
MAINE
l>l\PIELD,
will be obviated and the farms can be
worked more cheaply by the men who
11'RIGHT A WHEELER.
own them.
I am milking my cows by
steam to-d.ty aud 1 find that this alone is
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, a great saving iu help.
To top it ail, there is always a market
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
at our doors for tlie crops we raise, and
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
a gn>at many of the New England farms
double what they
are now producing
&
J. H.
were a few years ago, and they are not
up to the limit of what they can produce.
CIML ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
No, indeed, the future should have no
M iltgh Street, South Pari*, Maine.
terrors for the New England farmers.
to
order.
made
Plans
and
W. C. Jewktt.
Maps
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IT WILL increase in value.
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Clean*·

TEACH KB*·
Wc want all the teachers we can set. Ixith
primary,
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for circular
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»»i<l register.
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Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
L.u<y Medicine for B-wy People.
Briars Gulden Health aad Renewed Vigor.
A

A soivltle fir Constipation. Indi^estiou. Live
and KMii- v Troubles Pimples. Eczema, Impure
u: ·■! Hit Ureaih. Sluggish Bowels. Headache
Hfakckt. It sRocky Mountain Tea in tab·
Cienuinw made by
I t form. i"> cents a bo*.
lioLi.idTCR liuro Company, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Specialist
Specialist

___

For sixteen yean» 1 have fltte·! j<!a«»es to defective eye· an>l nothing else—that makes me a
•!>eclall»t. If your eye· trouble you In auy way,
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
eaiue, come to the man who la a specialist, who

The future of New England farms
depends upon the skill applied to their
management in the adaptation of crops
to soil and climatic conditions, and in
producing such crops as are in demand
in the local market. This includes the
jultivatiou of only such land as can be
worked by machinery and by adoption
jf intensive systems of agriculture.
I'nder this system of farming, the
L-ultivated laud will increase in value
ind the farmer's profits will depend upable to
_>n the energy and skill he is
ipply. The land uot adapted to this
tystem of farming will become permanent pasture or devoted to the growth
jf wood and lumber.
Speaking in a general way, the farms
will be devoted to the production of
winter apples, the production of small
Fruits and vegetables and choice dairy
ind poultry
products for supplying
local markets in manufacturing cities
mil villages, and the rapid developing
iuramer boarding and summer home
business.
Large areas of land will be devoted
to the growth of wood and lumber,
fielding as large per cent upon the investment as any other class of property.
The summer boarding business will
find a place upon many farms, yielding
good return for the work of the farmer
ind his family, and a good home market
(or products of the farm.
Tne farm labor question will be partially solved by the employment of fort)igueis, who will be provided with
.•heap but comfortable homes upon the
Farm and supplied with products of the
Faim as a portion of their wages.
Ou the whole there is reason to expect
the farms of New England to increase in
value and profitable production in proportion to the general development of
business interest and the energy and
skill applied to their management.
N. J. Bacueldeb.

Care of a Road Horse.
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working.
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Ely's Cream Balm
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possT-

night.
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Now, there is another matter I will

η,

and that is your manner of
Some drivers will worry more
flesh off a horse than the work they do
will take off. Some check a road horse
simup until he can't travel in comfort,
ply because the owner likes to see a
horse with his head in the air and bis
Others are
nose pointed heavenward.
constantly scolding and yanking on the
lines and keeping a nervous horse in a
It is not the miles a horse travels
stew.
or the work he does that worries him
half as much as some men'· driving. I
might learn a lot could I see you bitch
up and drive, and know whether you
fed regularly or not. These are hints
for others than you.—C. D. Smead, V.
S., in Tribune Farmer.
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driving.
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The Apple Market Outlook.
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commodities named.

Sick Headache.

Sewing Headache.
Bright Light Headache.
Kront-of-the-Head Headache.

Top

of-the-IIead Headache,

Evening Headache.
Morning Headache.
Reading Headache.
Any Kind of Headache.

S.

RICHARDS,

Pleasant Street,

South Paris.
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Already the tide of home-seeker. ha« 1
1
commenced to ebb this war am
fArm PowibUitiee, a 1
received, gradual!' r
AU kinds of Pulp Wood the com- fi«t skeptically and
is found to b' •
Alters westward
solicited.
ing year. Correspondence
based on fact. The New Kaglandfarr 1
H. D. COLE,
■a to come into ita own; not with trum

Wanted.
Bryant's

Pond, Me.

fi«tNeJk Ef°K,f.nd

thflÛ-

fur

problem, the question of what growers
are going to receive for them becomes
In this connection
an aosorbing topic.
the most that can be said at this time
is that as usual at this early time of the
of what either
no estimate
season
present or prospective selliog value
should be seems to have yet been settled.
While there have been some sales, yet
tbe price has been such as a grower in
his caae could snatch up rather than a
generally established value.
We learn of sales of winter standard
varieties at prices ranging from a dollar
and a half up to two dollars a barrel,
according to what the sale includes.
But these prices are only for tlie'time
being, and should hardly be relied upou
a· to what the offers may be next week
This is said as applying
or next month.
to New England and Maine at the prèsent time.
In the country at large the selling
value of apples is also a good deal mixed. In the middle west and southwest
there seems to be quite a full crop that
the locality appears anxious to diepose
of. This condition introduces a factor
of uncertainty as to the value of the
Just at present New
Eastern crop.
York seems to be hovering around the
12 value. The New England orop it
short, hence our choioe Maine sorts will
all be wanted at fairly paying rates il
undue haste is not shown in pressing fei

Massachusetts and Conneonone the ,β5β «orely an· I ticut bave bat few apples, and Yermonl
Weet> b
April i2th. ιςος.
.!k
1
with a steady, substantial, prosperou
is short. The Maine crop is light, bul
development brought about through tb > of the highest quality.—Maine Farmer.
effort of her present son· and the pod
terity of those gone out in other years
Horses in their natural wild state ar<
B. F. W. Thori'*.
An experienced man to bunch
said to live longer than when put tc
and
habits
dowels. Must be of good
TO BE MO&E F0BK8T PLANTING.
domestic uses. When free and onoon·
whioh dttr«n, { trolled a horse lives to the average age
give good reference.
*1?βΛ
the domeatio horse Is of little
r
38
J. A. KENNEY,
P*" ûf^r year· bave affected Net of years;
South Paria.
England agriculture more than aI 1 use after 36 years.
pete and boom method·,

WANTED.

ÏÏLtWO
thJ^
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common

liehlnd my back. Turning.
I saw dear old Iïexs. Without notice
she had come to Ikk me. If ever animal spoke with eyes and manner she

whi.-li

was

d! l. IL*r happiness at seeing me again
nfl'-r so long a period was up 1 ireut to
all observers, and during my b.Ief stay
at hom> it was all I could do to keep
her from f.Vdowing me Into the house
—New York Press.

"IlvndhciKl" Trip.
One of the most famous of American
shipping lines in the palmy days of our
No

a

market.

Cat·.
A nan of cats declares It la the worst
of luck for a pet black cat to forsake
jour home. ▲ woman of cata asserts
it Is the best of luck. Id the middle
ages Satan's favorite form was a black
cut.
Witches always have a cat as
their familiar—a stray black pussy In
preference. If a white cat races across
your yard a child is going to die. If a
stray cat of any color takes up with
you, making your bouse Its home, you
will have good luck. Napoleon Bonaparte showed a morbid horror of cats.
The night before the battle of Waterloo a black cat passed near him, and
at the sight the great warrior was completely unnerved. He saw an omen
of defeat Heury III. of France swooned whenever he saw a cat, and one of
the Ferdinands of Germany would
tremble in his boots If a harmless tabby

got in the line of his vision. Among
the Romans cat was a symbol of liberty. The Egyptians held the animal

in veneration uuder the name of Aelurus, a deity with a human body and a
cat's head. Whoever killed a cat, even
by accident was put to death. Diana
ussumed the form of a cat and excited
the fury of the giants.
Yellowtail Flatting.
There are no "between rounds," no
breathing spells, with the yellowtail.
lie is lighting for his life desperately,

Λ Timely Shake.
Some years ago the I Hike of Connaught visited Japan and was taken
by Sir Edwin Arnold round the bazars
of Tokyo, where he bought njany curious toys and specimens of Japanese
In the evening he remarked to
art.
Sir Edwin that he had seen most of

Ac-

E. Farnham of Lovell.

Ac-

cepted.
Joseph
cepted.

the

sights, but had

not

experienced

any of the earthquakes which
common in Japan.
"I suppose you cannot show me
one?" said thexluke Jestingly.
Immediately the house shook, the
chandelier swayed backward and forare so

and glass on the table
door burst open.

Sir Edwin, you are a magithe shock,
curious a

Ilessel,
the year 1713.

She served for many
soldier in the
years
Fifth regimeut of foot in different
17-15
parts of Europe, and in the year
the
fought under the command of
Duke of Cumberland at the battle of
a

would not call him "Assumption Bonaparte." In bis embarrassment be looked carefully over the "Lives of the
Saints" aud finally found the name of

saint martyr who In the first centuries of the church had be.n stoned to
death on that very day of Aug. 15. Of
course neither Mr. nor Mrs. Bonaparte
objected that their firstborn child
should be named Xai>oleon, having
thus the high patronage of a brave
martyr of the early Christian church.—
a

Reiuarknble Epitaph.
A remarka' le epitaph is on a tombstone in Brighton churchyard In England. It reads: "In memory of Phoebe
who was born at Stepney in
Λ

as

the 15th of August, Assumption
day, and as he looked very small and
feeble they wanted him to be baptized
without delay. Their priest conseuted
to perform the ceremony, but as It was
customary to give to a child the name
of the patron saint of his or her birthday the good priest could not and
on

private

Fonteuoy. where she received a bayoHer long life,
net wound in her arm.
wUich commeueed ia the time of Queen
Anne, extended to the reign of George
IV., by whose muniticeuce she received comfort and supj>ort In her latter
She died at Brighton, where
years.
she had long resided, Dec. 12, 1821.
aged lUS years."
Al lu title* Ulllow·.

The authorities of the United States
bureau have eudeavoreil
to ascertain the size of the Atlantic

hydrographie

Letter to

Philadelphia North American.

Brill]'· Jungle·.
The jungles of Central America and
Brazil are manses of vegetation so
dense tliat it Is practically impossible
to penetrate them. Swain and his party when crossing tbe l«tlmius of Darien labored bard witb their hatchets
and machetes tbe wbole of one day and
achieved but half a mile. In many
parts of Central America the undergrowth renews itself so rapidly that It
is almost Impossible to keep a road
in
open through it. In one instance
Honduras a road sixteen feet wide was
made
by engineers and laborers
through a Jungle, tbe underbrush and
vines being cut away even with the
«round. Two weeks later, returning to

in

place

of Mr. Glover.

was
appointed
by the court.
of
Barnes
P.
Charles
County Attorney
Norway conducted the case for the state,
and Frederick R. Dyer of Buckfleld for

Nathaniel F. Brown

foreman

the defence.

County Atturney Barnes began his
opening of the case at 4:30 in substance

somewhat

as

follows:

Eugene Bryant was found dead on the
floor of the Record & Lary camp in HartIt will be
ford on the 3rd of last April.
shown that Henry L. Farrington soon
after stated that he killed Eugene Bryant. In spite of that fact, it is incumbent upon the state to prove to you that
he did kill him.
There were no eye-witnesses to the act,
of tbe case must
and our
investigation
evidepend largely upon circumstantial
the value

dence. Mr. Barnes discussed
of this kind of evidence, as being sometimes worth more than tbe testimony of

eye-witnesses.
It having been stated by Mr. Farrington that he killed Eugeue Bryant, our
next

inquiry

justifiable

is whether it was

homicide or a killing in self-defence.
You and I regret that wt are called
That an old man,
upon to do this duty.
who has worn the blue and marched
should be charged
under the old
with this crime is something that we
deeply regret. I ask of you that regard-

less of sentiment or sympathy, you give
all the evidence its due weight.
TWO piaD8 were pilKOU UU bun vvuu,
one of a portion of the town of Hartford,
iocludiog a part of East Sumner village,
and the Record & Lary camp, situated
about a quarter of a mile from Eaat Sumwas a plan
ner, in the woode. The other
of the Record <& Lary camp. These were

the county attorney, and
he then called the witnesses without
going into the details of the evidence.

explained by

Sixteen witnesses were sworn.

Withington was called. Residence, Buckfield. Deputy sheriff.
From careful observations
waves.
Was called to East Sumner station on
waves
the 3rd of April, in connection with the
they learn that In height the
on
stones
work
the
by laying
Reached East
death of Eugene Bryant.
usually average about thirty feet, but complete
the roadbed, they could not tlnd the Sumner about 1:50.
Found Henry L.
lu rough weather they attain from
in
filled
road, tbe vines having completely
Farrington at E. P. Russell's etore
forty to forty-eight feet. In storms
Asked him what was the
Eaat
Sumner.
vacant
the
space.
feet
GOO
500
to
they are often from
matter. He said, "I've shot a man in
long and continue to move about ten or
self-defence." I asked if it killed him.
From ■ Balloon.
Seen
A·
eleven seconds, while the longest yet
Said be didn't know, he saw blood spurt
Sense of danger you have of course
known measured half a mile uud did
and turned and ran.
the
danat
so
are
aghast
none, for you
in
not exhaust itself for twenty-three secFarrington said his son put Mm in
from
below
ones
gers run by your dear
charge of the camp, and Bryant came He
ouds.
and
motors and bicycles and trains
and tried to run it, and be shot him.
ter- seemed excited, and cried some.
Woiacn ■■ Traveler·.
gas works and all the other things
8aw Eugene
I went to the camp.
As a matter of genuine fact women, restrial that all concern for your own
his body
And the shocking air Bryant lying on the iloor,
lu nine cases out of ten, are better safety goes.
feet toward
his
of the camp,
little
lengthwise
To
horrid
the
are.
begin they breathe and
travelers tliau men
the door, dead. Had a revolver in his
with, if not so stodgily accurate, al- wormlike trains that burrow In and left hand. In the camp were chairs, a
though that by uo manner of means out of dark looking holes—how un- table, bunks, bedding, and some other
follows, they are more ilueut iu mod- healthy tbe wbole earthly existence things.
A shot gun stood against the
ern language*.
They chatter In them, seems to you as you glide motionless shelf on the south side of the camp.
are
The gun, a twelve gauge shot gun,
say the male things. Ergo, they
through the air, with white clouds lieand identified as
the more colloquial, the readier to clr- low you stretched out as a sort of sil- was here introduced
the camp.
in
found
one
the
of
extortions
aud
above
and
you
cumveut the wiles
ver carpet at your feet
What further statement did Mr. Farkellner or of garcou.—London Gentle- nothing but a limitless expanse of
make to yon regarding the
rington
woman.
deep blue sky!—Bystander.
shooting?
After I arrested him, the same day, 1
Fat and Lean Men.
took him over to the railroad station
Modern scientific Investigation In a
Finally I asked
Velvet Is manufactured by placing in and talked with bim.
medical way now declares that the
He said,
the loom rows of very short threads of blm bow be loaded his gun.
the
not
Is
man
ue<:e3sarlly
plump
was loaded and stood outside
the material designed to be employed, "My gun
resist
to
able
best
or
the
"healthiest"
the door, where I bad it to shoot hen
whether cotton or silk. These are then
disease. The lean man not only enjoys
been stealing my
in the hawks which bad
up by the cross threads
chickens."
greater resistance to weakuess and de- caught
such a way
In
fastened
and
weaving
Dyei
Cross examination by Mr.
bility, but he Is stronger In the perthemselves
Mr.
out little that was new.
In other that the fleecy ends present
formance of a given task.
brought
side of the fabric. The man- Withington didn't recall that Farrington
words, a large fat deposit In the geu- all on one
velvet Is so slow that for a said Bryant pulled a revolver on him,
crnl tissue Is no evidence of good gen- ufacture of
so.
hand weaver a yard Is considered a but wouldn't say that be didn't say
eral nutrition.
good day's work. The machine made
A Good Dos.
velvet is of course turned out much
"What kind of a dog Is that?" asked more rapidly.
the Inquisitive man.
"I dunno jes* what kind of a dog he
Is," answered Mr. Krastus Pink ley,
"but he's got good stock lu 'im. Dut
dog is so many kinds of dog dat dar's

dog

got to be good
Washington Star.

somewhere."—

Looking Backward.
Do you ever look back over your ears
and think how many tiiues you have
.made a fool of yourself? We do.—
Maneos Times-Tribune.

The Kidneys

weak»
pid* or stagnant· the whole
system suffers· Don't* negWhen they

are

tor-

hat
lect» thorn iti this
heed the warning of the

aching hack» the Moated
facet the tallow

the urinary

disorder»

and

begin treatment at once with

Hood'sSarsaparilla
wmcnauumisuie peso qdq

safest curative substances,

Corrected.

"No," remarked the man who had
traveled and bad returned to the place
of his birth, "the village Is not what It
used to be. Many of the old landmarks
have vanished."
"What landmarks?" asked the native

resentfully.
"Why, the town pump, for Instance."
"Call that a landmark? I call It a
water mark!"

Pvcital lalieae·.
"Sir," said the young man, "I trust
wit!
you will object to my marriage
your daughter?"
"Why so?" queried
parent
"Because," explained

the astonished

the young man
"If yon do I think she will consent t(
have me."—Chicago News.
What She Said.

Jack—I thought you were very at
tentlve to Miss Banker. Tom—I was
but after what she said I shall ba-./i
nothing more to do with her. jkekTom—She 4al<
Wbat did she say?
"No."

S. C.

FIFTY CENTS

The Troth.

looklug for α man."
th<
"I don't know," said the boy at
I
foot of the class, "but I think lt-woul<
Standard.
be tbe truth."—Lucerne

up
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»OWMR
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MW TOOK.

tbis revolver were detailed, and be answered queutions regarding the staining
of the revolvor.
The cartridges taken from the revolver
shown to be tarnished, and the
bright, and in answer to questions Professor Robinson stated that it
would require considerable time to prowere

new oqes

duce that

pocket.

degree

of corrosion in a roan'·

On cross examination Professor Robinson stated that it was not possible that

these cartridges could have gathered the

corrosion they have before they were put
into the revolver. It was a corrosion
coming from a revolver.
He reiterated hit statement that in his
opinion the revolver bad not been flrjd
within a week of his receiving it.

George II. Record testified to being at
the Record & Lary camp on the morning
of April 4th. The road down which I
wont was the short road from Eugene
Bryaut's camp to East Sumner.
i saw the gray extension case on the
southeast side of a pine stump near the
Record ά Lary camp. Mr. Withington
picked it up.
I have known Bryant tweDfy years or
more.
I'always thought be was a good
dispositioned man. Have seen him under the influence of liquor. He was generally good dispositioned then.
I have worked with him. He was
right handed. Have seen him shoot a
pistol considerable. He always held a
pistol in his right band.
Bryant was at my place Thursday be-

fore the shooting. He had a revolver.
We were sitting by the barn door, and
he reached into his right hand hip
pocket, took out the revolver, and put it
into his left hand pocket, and then took
out his handkerchief.
Cross-examined: Mr. Bryant was an
uncle of my wife.

Questioned regarding Bryant's right-

handedness, the witness declined to
ohaugo his testimony.

Joseph II. Dearborn of Hartford lived
about a mile from the Bryant camp.
Have known him for years, and have
never seen him work otherwise than as
a

right handed

man.

Saw him lire a revolver in his right
hand last January.
Saw Bryant at my house the Sunday
before he was shot. Saw his revolver.
He held it up, and I could see four bullets sticking up, and one chamber where
there wasn't any bullet.
CrosH-examined: Mr. Bryant was at
should say that
my house frequently. I
I know he was right-handwas his grip.
ed only by observation.

"SEÏÏBt

my uncle.

theAtatbU Joint

MrMM&Ur.

rp

Cross-examined: Eugene Bryant

was

James Ε. Irish of Hartford had known
Eugene Bryant for ten years. His camp
Ile worked for me
was on my land.

less. He was right-handed.
Witness stated that in his judgment
the extension case was Bryant'·.
On cross-examination witness stated
that he bad heard about Bryant's ability
Also that he was
to use his left band.
inclined to take offence easily.
On re-direct witness stated that he
never felt any fear of Bryant.
more or

Lizzie Andrews of Hartford, sister of
was the next witness.
Converse S. Childs of Bucktield was at Eugene Bryant,
the winter at her bouse,
East Sumner April 3d. Saw Farrington Bryant spent
there about the first of Marcb.
about 11 o'clock. Saw him again about leaving
He was right-handed.
store.
. etruKglo la the c.a,p, ot -bicb b. 1 o'clock, at Ellis Russell's
He came up with Mr. Foster, and Mr.
took the
Foster says, "Here's a man says he's
The state rested at this point, at the
shot a man." Farrington said he had adjournment of the court Tuesday noon,
wanted
he
and
done it, in self-defence,
and after dinner Mr. Dyer opened the
to to me
they should send for Withington to take case for the defence.
The defence will be, said Mr. Dyer,
charge of him.
He said his son left him in charge of justifiable killing, or self-defence. We
I do not recollect that Mr.
came and tried to
think we should be safe in going to the
Vyer took it in his hands, or that it was the camp, and Bryant
They got to quarreliug, jury on the evidence as it stands, but it
run the camp.
with me to Bruns- and Bryant drew a revolver and he shot is incumbent upon the defence to prethe
him.
wick and delivered it to Professor
sent some evidence to show that it wm
the
.««
«7, far as I know in exactly the
The respondent will go
Farrington said he had locked
self-defence.
over
to
me,
tell bis story in hi·
whoa Uken from tb. camp, and he turned the koy
■«mo
upon the stand and
to
it
over
and I kept it aud turned
dead man's hand.
own simple way.
Withington.
We shall introduce a number of witOn cross-examination witness stated neseses to show that Eugene Bryant bad
teatf
Harry A. Packard of Norway
that Farrington was much excited when declared that he was left-handed, and
he appeared at Russell's store, seemed that he has been known to use bia left
was in East Sumner
to feel very badly, and was anxious to band as readily as his right.
a
used
Have
me.
with
Had a camera
be placed under arrest.
Now there have been certain experte
show that this
on firearms introduced to
«γ. la«oGive such
not been fired.
William A. Bicknell of Norway, 15 revolver had
dnoed .ad Identtfled, one
do
testitied attention to this as you wiab. We
years dealer in sporting goods,
this respondent has never
otb" regarding a revolver cartridge found in not claim, and
fired.
was
was said, that the revolver
.bot«an.Undlng^.in.t tb. .bell. Bryant's pocket. The revolver
Mr. Dyer occupied only about seven
shown him and examined, and the
with his opening, and the wit·
minutes
was
it
of
action
explained.
η* H
M Heald of Buckfield teatiwere then sworn.
have drawn the bullet from some of nesaes
I
medicine .lac.
H.™
these cartridges, and found them loaded
with black powder.
Henry L. Farrington, the respondent,
ko.» ïag.a. BnrMt U
The discharge of a cartridge in the re- was called to the stand, and told hie
was his body that I waa called to exam
to
blacken
volver would have a tendency
story, in response to questions, very
ine, in the Record & Lary camp, at noon the face of the cylinder.
readily and clearly.
remain
permaDoee this blackening
On the 3d of April I was living in the
time?
with
it
nent, or does change
Record & Lary camp, cooking tor my
Objection was made by Mr. Dyer that son Will.
the witness bad not qualified to testify
That morning I went to the store to
Met Eugene Bryas an expert, and after some questions buy some groceries.
had been asked along that line, he an- ant there. He said he bad a box coining.
with
swered that it would grow lighter
He bought two bottles of checkerberxy,
1 frKtnL· rifiAi ii w&8 instantaneous·
and drank part of it.
b.d time.
.<Mood .nd
in
that
he
stated
On croes-examlnation
After the train came in, ί went over to
exuded frt.m the wound, and there was bia judgment it would not be possible
tbe camp, built a fire, put some potatoes
was
a
revolver
when
to
tell
a
for person
on to boil, went to the brook after eon·
were the
if it had lain three days.
fired,
water, and did some more cooking.
in a straight
Soon after 1 got back to the camp,
waa
The left leg
in. Took a bottle out of
of the
Professor F. C. Robinson, professor of Bryant came
Bowdoin College, was his pocket, and I took a drink of whi·an injury on the chemistry at
on getting dinner, and Mr.
•bown the revolver in the case, and testi- key. I kept
out and back in. H·
fied to having it from April 5th until Bryant kept
wM

wked .boat tb.po.l-
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within a week.
There were in the revolver four loaded
cartridges and one empty shell.
Do you ktoow where the hammer rested when you received it?
It rested between a discharged and an

undischarged cartridge.

What was the appearance of the face
of the cylinder?
It was fairly clean.
What was the appearance of the interior of the chamber containing the

I ing spota
iwo

digestions.

415 Purl s*.
Scott St Bowne, 409New
York
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Arthur Jordan of Hartford had always
known Eugene Bryant. He was rather
When una quiet dispositioned man.
der the influence of liquor he was silly
was
He
right-banded.
and talkative.
Have seen hitn shoot with a revolver.

baSdi WM explained in detail, abowon the inaide of
j*thwaa asked
Tbe position of the revolver

food

rather than a medicine.
It's a food for tired and
Scad for free «atnpl·

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

T°it
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Emulsion must be taken
a

POWDER

Absolutely Pur·

Lftkg wSr.nch

a

nourishment;

rigid immediately?

I have not.

°'where

llimbt

trial for babies
and children. In other
conditions the gain is
slower—health cannot
be built up in a day.
In such cases Scott's
as

came

b^mjt»'
raSSSa- th/body

a

cough or cold or useful
as

one.

I did not see any other marks of violence about the body except the wound
in the head.
The man bad a muscular, well nourHe was about 5 feet 10
ished body.
inches in height and his weight about
100 pounds.
Cross-examined: Do you know of such
a condition as muscular spasms, following death but preceding rigor mortis?
I have heard of such a thing.
Have you read of men who have been
killed suddenly, in full vigor, who be-

Can you swear positively that if this
revolver was in the hand of the deceased
when he was shot, it would have fallen?
I can not.
In response to a question, the witness
stated that arterial blood comes from a
wound in spurts, venous blood in steady
He could hot tell from which
flow.
came the blood spots on the hand.
Could the blood spot on the inside of
tbe left hand have been made if the revolver was held in that hand?
day.
I think it could.
The revolver was produced, and Mr.
Is it a natural position for the hand to
Mclntire illustrated the position of Brybe at any timo straight, or somewhat
i ant's hand with regard to the revolver.
flexed?
band lay knuckles up, with the
The
I
The witness declined to give any posi: thumb back of the hammer, the fingers
tive answer to this question, though tbe
in front of and behind the trigger guard.
discussion was pursued for some time.
It contained four cartridges and one
On re direct the witness stated that
empty shell.
the body might have been rolled and reThe shot gun was leaning against tho
turned to its position, and the pool of
shelf on the south side of the camp.
blood would have obliterated the traces
The dimensions of the camp and its
of it.
arrangement were carefully gone over.
The body lay about in the middle of
A cap
Ellis B. Russell of East Sumner was
the camp, feet toward the door.
called. I am a merchant.
lay back of his bead.
We spent considerable time bunting
I personally knew Henry L. Farringfor a bullet hole in the front end of the ton and Eugene Bryant before the shootI knew Farrington and his son
camp. We found none, either there or ing.
were at the Record & Lary camp. I had
on the trees outside.
The suit case was produced and open- sold goods to the Farringtons shortly beed, and three bottles of whiskey, a bot- fore the shooting. I bad been at the
tle of wine, and an empty whiskey bot- camp, and seen Mr. Farrington there.
On Tuesday, April 3rd, I saw Bryant
tle were taken nut. The empty bottle,
Mr. Mclntire said, he found under a cor- and Farrington in my store, about 8
o'clock in the morning.
ner of the camp.
I next saw Mr. Farrington about 1
From the pockets of the body were
He wanttaken a flask partly filled with whiskey, o'clock, in front of the store.
He said, "I've shot a man in
a pipe and case, a box containing some ed a team.
32-calibre cartridges, matches, tobacco, self-defence, and I want to go after my
handkerchief, knife, corkscrew, purse son." He. kept repeating that. Mr.
Childs was there with me.
containing a few dollars in money, Ac.
Cross-examination: I dou't remember
Other shot gun shells were found in
the camp, some of which were introduc- that Farrington bought anything of me
that morning. Bryant bought a piece of
ed as evidence.
The dishes, some of them containing tobacco and two bottles of checkerberry.
Mr. Farrington was very much excited
food, which were on the table were enumerated aud described, and the position when I saw him at 1 o'clock. I didn't
of ihem on the table was carefully gone think he was drunk. He said he wanted
an officer, and wanted to give himself up.
over.
There was a large pool of blood on the
floor, and spatters of blood on the table
Frank W. Palmer, station agent and
There were
and walls of the camp.
agent at East Sumner, testified
blood spots on the right hand, and some express
to seeing Farrington at the station on
small spots on the left hand.
the morning of April 3d. Saw him
A close examination of the witness
about half-past nine.
again
of
these
was made regarding one
spots
Saw Bryant about 0 o'clook. He askwhich was on the inside of the palm of
ed if there was any express for him.
the left hand.
There was not.
Did you talk with Mr. Harrington any
The train arrived a little after 11. An
about the shooting?
and I
express package came for Bryant,
Ile said that he shot Bryant. lie made
delivered it to him very shortly after.
a statement that Bryant drew a revolver
It was a wooden box, weighing perhaps
and flred at him, and a little later be
twenty pounds. He went up the Gary
seemed to be uncertain whether the re- Hill road with it. Later he came back
volver was fired, but said that it was
with an extension case and went up tbe
He seemed to be uncertain
drawn.
Canton road.
Farrington had previouswhether the door of the camp was open
that road.
up
gone
ly
or closed at the time of the shooting.
I saw Farrington go toward the vilHe stated tbat be had been drinking.
lage about 1 o'clock.
As I recollect it, he said be bad a drink
Cross-examined, the witness stated
with some one else earlier in the day,
that in his opinion this was a package
and then had some with Bryant.
of liquor.
Cross-examined: In what condition
did you find the right hand?
I think it was closed.
Joseph Gary of East Sumner testified
he was
The position of the blood spots on the that in the forenoon of April 3d
Saw
right hand was asked for and gone over. loading a box car at the station.
The right leg was drawn up and laid Farrington in the forenoon, and again
about 1 o'clock. At the latter time he
I've done It."
was the empty shell in the re- said, "Come with me.
I said, "Done what?" He said, "I've
Did it in eelfdeWM either under or just one side of killed Gene Bryant.
fence. Took the old shot gun." Said
court adjourned (or the he wanted me to go over with him to
Di
give himself up.
At the opening of court Tuesday morning the cross-examination of Mr. MclnClarence E. Foster of Bucktield was
loading a car at East Sumner April :id.
«ι.
Saw Farrington about D o'clock. Saw
diehee than those on the table.
him again about 1 o'clock. He said he
I think we found some, I can t state
had shot Eugene Bryant. Drawed a revolver on him and done it in self-defence.
Did you And some plates outside the Said he wanted to telephone for an
eamD the next morning?
oflicer and give himself up.
I think some one found ®ome·
Did he make any statements about
otato
of
You did find two piles
potato
anybody else tiring a shot'.'
peelings?
Can't say that ho did, right out.
Yes.
Cross-examined: Did he say Bryant
And two dishes of tea?
drew a revolver on him?
That's what he said.
I ml i eating that two people had been
He appeared excited, and anxious to
eating?
give himself up.
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fifty-cent size, which is
enough for an ordinary

weak

A teachor in explaining the dlfferen
I
kinds of soutenccs to her class. aske<
what It would be If she said, "I an
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conditions the
the use
of Scott's Emulsion is
very rapid. For this

put

lise in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda·
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rsome
gain from

reason we

I could see

cartridge had been discharged,

aide of the barrel.
Did you determine whether the hammer rested on the empty shell?
Referring to his note·, the witness
stated that the hammer was down, resting between the empty shell and a load-

The revolver was produced, and the
The trial of Henry L. Farrington oi
Hartford for manslaughter in causini witne·· showed the position of it as it
the death of Eugene Bryant on .the 3rd was found on the floor in Bryant's left
day of April, 1Θ06, was began in th< hand.
On re-direct a gray extension case was
Supreme Judicial Court at Sonth Parii
last Monday afternoon.
introduced, which the witness said he
As a jury had to be drawn, there wai brought into the camp from behind a
This contained
a wait of about an hour for the jury tc
•tump, the next day.
come in and return a verdict in the pre- three quarts of whiskey and a bottle of
ceding case, so that tbe whole list mighi port wine.
be available to draw from.
During the wait Farrington, the reB. O. Mclntire, sheriff of Oxford Counspondent, was brought in and placed in ty, testified to arriving at East Sumner
the dock. He is 64 years of age, rathei about 8 o'clock on the
evening of April
under the average size, and not at ail 3d. Visited the
that night, and
camp
was
He
vicious in appearance.
neatlj i made a
examination. We locked
slight
wai
button
Grand
and
a
Army
dressed,
{the camp and posted a watch there that
in evidence in his lapel.
and found things in the same
About 4 o'clock the jury in the pre- night,
the next day.
position
and
the
case
drawing
reported,
ceding
An examination of the camp and its
of a jury for the Farrington case procontents was made near noon of the next
ceeded with tbe following results:
Lewis L. Glover of Rumford.

one

on one

SLAUGHTER CASE.

sworn

Napoleon.
Many people Ignorant of the true history of the church will be scandalized
when they read the title of this article.
Let them read It to the end. There
was in Corsica some hundred years
ago a very pious family called the Bouapartes. Their first child was born

that

SUCH IS THE VERDICT IN THE MAN-

uo

St,

revolver toward the muzzle.

Henry L. Farrington Guilty.

Albert Bennett of Gilead.
Accepted.
quarter given nor asked, with an
AcCharles W. Walker of Canton.
akin to that
staying
power
amazing
copter!
marine was the Cope line, whicli ran
marvelous faculty of the leaping tuua.
Fred H. Johnson of Waterford. Chalbetween Philadelphia and Liverpool,
The angler Is far more likely to be lenged by the etate.
Charles
of
"Memoir.:
of
author
the
says
the first one exhausted; the inches of
Ilenry G. Shaw of Buckfleld. ChalIT. Cramp."
By this line John Ranline gradually granted to the "pump- lenged by the defence.
to
to
go
determined
lùmuoke
Acof
dolph
Edward A. Thome of Denmark.
ing" rod ure earned by the sweat of his
Russia when he had been appointed
cepted.
biI trow and the semipara lysis of the
Elmer E. Demeritt of Peru. Accepted,
minister to that country by President
W. L. Libby of Paris. Excused.
Entering the office of liio ceps.
Jackson.
"Have I got a fish or a devil?" exLevi N. Bartlett of Bethel. Accepted.
to a
company in Philadelphia, he said
Accepted.
claimed a weary Englishman after a
John H. Weeks of Porter.
clerk in his usual grandiloquent manMelvin Holman of Dixfleld. Accepted.
half hour's work, with Sir YelIo**tail
ner:
Wilbur E. Libby of Sweden. Chalstill gamboling at the end of 200 feet
"Sir, I wNIt to see Thomas P. Cope."
the defence.
And many have shared his lenged by
of line.
office.
Mr.
AcCope's
lie was sh own to
Carl C. Dudley of Woodstock.
these
while
astonishment
"catching"
"I «m John l'andolph of Roanoke,"
cepted.
batteries.
animated
galvanic
A. B. Frost of Newry. Excused.
he said. "I wish to take passage to
AcThat man has lived aud lived inNathaniel F. Brown of Bethel.
Liverpool in one of your ships."
a
half
rod
to whose bending
cepted.
If he expec ted to be tendered a pass tensely
William P. Hayford of Hartford.
dozen lusty yellowtail have capitulated
he wi'.-i grievously disappointed.
his re- Challenged by the defence.
In
a bright afternoon.
May
the
"I am Thomas Cope," replied
AcHerbert Ring of Greenwood.
be ever so humdrum
head of the line. "If thee goes aboard maining history
cepted.
wIM
encounter
that
crisp
the ship and selects thy stateroom and or prosaic,
Lewis L. Glover was then challenged
illuminate the dullest moments.—P. L.
will pay $1.V> thee may go."
by tbe etate.
Harding in Field and Stream.
Mathew H. Elliott of Andover was

Her food seems to be

with hay the last thing and offer her
If
water, which she usually accepts.
that will
you can advise anything
straighten her up I will be very thankful.
Well, I can't see that there is anything
the matter with this mare. She is one
of your lean kind of well bred, nervous
horses that never carry much flesh.
Horses are like people; some will eat an
immense amount of fattening food, and
yefetbey are always lean and bony;
others will eat little and are always fat
and chunky. Tou state this mare's hair
looks well and she feels well. That certainly is indicative of her digestion being normal. You also see no abnormal
condition in her voidings, which indicate
the non-presence of intestinal worms.
AU tbat I see abnormal is your stuffing
her with hay and not giving her grain of
is conducive to thrift.
a kind which
Wheat bran and rye meal is pretty poor
grain feed for a road horse. Now, supof oats
pose you try getting two bushels
and one bushel of good sound com
ground together, and in every hundred
pounds of this ground feed mix twentylive pounds of wheat middlings. In the
morning, before feeding, offer her a
drink of pure, clear water from a pail.
She may not drink two quarts of it, but
that don't matter; it will wash the stomach and first intestines. Then feed her
mixed meal feeds in quantities of a third
of a pound of meal to a hundred pounds
of horse. That is to say, if this mare
weighs one thousand pounds, feed her
about three and one-third pounds of
meal. Then give her what nice, clean,
well cured mixed hay she will eat in one
hour's time. Δη hour later give her
water. Do the same at noon and at

It cleanses, soothes
made t.» return a profit equal to or exheals ami protects
ceeding that secured from the famous
the diseased mem?thor "rthar<)s of
brane. It cures CaCalifornia.
Examples of
tarrh aad drives
V
BD1
C
per80nally *«11
tho
Lu
α
Cold
L———
away
t
'D considerable
know η t
Head quickly, lie- Il A V
.
ηnniK
numbers, where the initial value of the
stores the Senses of W" ·
was not a tenth
T:i*te and SuielL Full size 50 cts., at Drugof that in the better advertised sections
yLsts or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by m.iiL of our
country named.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street. New York.
What is true of orchards is equally
true of small fruits, market
products, potatoes, the dairy and douItry plants, while the increasing millions
of hungry consumers, otherwise employ,
ed at the very gates of the farms, insure
and
returns that the farms of the
west cannot hope to equal.
improvement and advancement are
iD Vew England as
χ
keen int«reet taken in
exhibits of improved farm machinery at
X
the agricultural fairs, the enthusiastic
reception given to educational specials
χ
Below are a few of the Head°een run over N«w England
come from defective
y aches that
railroads during the past year, and in
seem
Your Eyes may
Λ vision.
the spirited participation in meetings
9 alright, yet if there is a headdevoted to agricultural instruction
Dealers in, and agents for farm ma0 ache you should have them exfertilizers and utensils, are «
6 amined.
unit in accounting the present and re
I
cent years record breakers in sales ol
IT'S FREE.
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around her.

though she bad not had anything to
eat, though every night I fill her rack

W?

We Correct

Now I am feeding two quarts

as

o? .'ιlin i°u i mIS ,CO'nfrisiu«
y illlaPted to modern
of tillag.·, but which, when set
meth^u
aud
developed into orchards, can be

Relief at Once.

OAIX FLKSH.

but in the morning, when I go to the
stable, she looks pinched and drawn up,

Jarge areas

quickly absorbed.

Give·

1IOIISK

Cow,

λ

my teens, milking seven
tows morning and evening and tolling
on the furm all day, I made favorites
of a bay mare and a Durham cowTalk about your
Molly and Bess.
physical sympathy! Why. It was pathetic. Molly was my saddle horse, a
I
biugle footer of rare excellence.
could ritle her with one Alitor on the
reins into the most forbidding places.
Old Bess—oh. she used to kick a tooth
out once in awhile and put her loot in
the pall of milk, hut the dear girl
would follow me about with the affecWell. I was absent
tion of a child!
from the old home five years ami returning found that of all t!:e animals
only Molly and Bess remained. Imagine my distress when M;»II.v refused
to notice me at all! While wondering
at this loss of friendship I feit a warm,
rasplike thing going over my hand,

"V.'Iîv,
quite well chewed and digested. She cian!" remarked the duke as
licks her grain box after she has finishhad happened at so
ed eating, and suaps and chews so one which
subsided.
looks
hair
Her
moment,
teeth.
her
well,
hear
can

DR. PARMENTER successes

CATARRH

WELL

A Ilorae «ad

When in

good coarse bran and two quarts of
coarse ground rye three times daily and
all the hay she will eat. She is a hearty
eater and drinks well; but her intestines ward. the china
roll and rumble a good deal whenever I rattled, and the
of

£

7th-i. Τ®,'"

A

C. W. N., Wyalusing, Penn.: I have
just purchased a large, rangy mare,
eleven years old, of good breeding, of
trotting blood, or at least a good fast
traveller, but she ia very thin in lleah,
although she was eating whole oats
when I got her, twelve quarts a day, and

,KiveD
.£re8ent8

Ρη„ί Τ
»nï
^

WHY

MAY FAIL TO

To the eye trained to read the farm
8ection ariKbt
°f aDy
aD
Ulmen themselves,
from
a most inNew
teresthi*
g
"igniflcMt tieid for observation. The persuasive advice of
HoraCe (ireeley to young men
its ^ration, since
a mighty nation
it helped develop
Now a second seer is needed to counsel
fl°W frt>m ,aDd va,uee th»t
have become excessive to fields once
considered comparatively barren but

ih°"f

RKASO.VS

SOME

bdities.
The ferment of exact knowledge and
improved methods has been gradually
proud ι ng from colleges of agriculture
<loea one thlug only. No charge for eye examtn- and experiment stations through the
atlona or consultation.
mediums of the agricultural press, the
grange, aud by means of the convincing
of progressive farmers, until it
has become patent that, acre for acre
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 13-4.
Maine and other portions of New England are able to outyield the vaunted
«tondard cereals produced by the
A
alluvial soils of the west.
CURE
The past decade has likewise demonstrated that New Engtand has her apple
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It was fairly clean, not blackened particularly.
In your judgment how long a tim<
must have elapsed between the dis
charge of this revolver and its reaching
you?
It had not been discharged within a
week, unless it bad been cleaned.
Expérimenta made by Profeaaor Rob
inaon firing some of tliesé cartridges ii

asked

going

me to nave some

more

whiskey,

but I didn't drink any more.
We sat down and ate dinner, and after
dinner we talked about his going to
work for my son. He said he was going
to work there, 1 bad no bnsineee there,
and bad got to get ont. I told him I
shouldn't get out till my eon came. H·
reached his left band into hie poeket,
took out a revolver and said he would
■hoot me if I didn't get ont. I picked
Then I set
up tbe gun and shot him.
the gun down, locked the camp and west
to the village.
Tbe gun was there to shoot he·

hawks, which had
chickens.

been

killing the

Cross-examined: I had bera in Hartford perhaps two months. I came there
from Togus, where I had been, off and
on, for about two year·. At this time I
bad been in Togus about four month·.
(Continue·!

ou

the second

page.)
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doing over bis milk route Mr. H. R.
Tuell had qaite an accident with his
team. Mr. Charles Dunham was in the
the
wagon with him and was holding
reins when Mr. Tuell went to the house
of W. H. Emery on Greenwood Street.
While Mr. Tuell waa at the door with
the milk can the horse beoame frightened at the dog and started to run. Mr.
Dunham was unable to control the animal and turned into the yard of the
blacksmith shop near by where the
wagon upset throwing Mr. Dunham on a
pile of wood. He sustained quite severe
injuries, being cut and bruised badly
about the face and bands and reoeiving a
bad shaking up. Fortunately it was not
of a very serious nature and be is doing
The horse
as well as could be expected.
cleared himself from the wagon, and ran
to the yard at the house of Jacob Curtis
where she was cared for, having received
no injury.
Luckily Mr. Tuell's loss was
confined to a broken harness and wagon
shafts.
Rev. Isabella S. Macduff, Misses Deli»
and Minnie Lane, Mrs. Geo. W. Ridlon,
Miss Jennie M. Brown, Mrs. H. R. Tuell,
Mrs. Lewis M. Mann, and Mrs. Etta
Saunders attended the Oxford Universalist Association at South Paris last
week.
Mr. Vernal W. Bates has purchased of
Mr. Elias Thomas of Portland 100 acres
of land around Little Concord Pond in
East Woodstock about 10 mi lee from
here. Several men are now building a
good road to the place, and in the spring
Mr. Bates will build a summer cottage
on the shore of tbe pond.
Rev. Hannah J. Powell of Bridgton accompanied Rev. Miss Macduff home from
the Universalist Association at South
Paris and remained until Saturday.
At the social held in Good Will Hall
last Friday evening interesting games
were played and prizes were awarded for
best list of names of pictures guessed, as
Ellsworth
follows:
Curtis,
Horses,
people, Miss
picture; distinguished
card
dress
fabrics,
Powell, post
album;
Mrs. Sarah Curtis, measuring tape. A
E. L.
was
encore
Mr.
and
given by
song
Wood, Mrs. H. H. Wardwell, accompanist. The evening closed with a spelling class, sides chosen by Miss Lane and
Mrs. Tuell.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Ricker of Falmouth are visiting Mr. Ricker's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Ricker.
Miss Bertha A. Emmons has recently
been home from Portland to see her
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Four deer were seen only * abort dissouth of the Tillage last week.
Several saw them at a distance of onlj a
few roads in the road near the watering
en.
trough Wedneaday night, and one hunter
New type, fast presse·. electric started out after them with a rifle, but
Jo» PanmM
and
low
workmen
price* no venison has
power, experienced
yet been brought in.
combine lu make this department of ont busi
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Jacob of New York
η«Μ complete and popular.
were gueets of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M.
Brown at Lyonsden last week. Miss
SKW Λ DV MOVEMENTS.
Gertrude M. Brown returned wltb them
to New York.
Kev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker
We Correct All Eye Defects.
are guests at Elinhurst this week, called
Your Own choice.
The BNh.ψ Fur Kobe·.
here on account of the wedding of
Children's Dresses.
Jarvis M. Thayer and Miss Georgia F.
W L. Douglas -lues.
Marshall, which occurs at West Paris on
Hoi Water Bottles.
υτκκτιηκιικΝΤ·:—AU legal advertisement!
are tclven three coneecûve Insertions for $1J(
per In·· h In length of column. Special contract)
mai le with local, translent and year y advertis

Tuesday.

Strayed.

Notice of Petltlou for Pardon.
Do Not Ke a Burden.
Harmful Stomach Dosing.
Pound.

Bethel.

Oxford LnivcrsalLst Association.
The sixty-second annual session of
the Oxford Association "f Universalists
opened in the church at South l'aris last
Wednesday int.ruing. The morning was
beautiful, and the meetings opened
under auspicious conditions, although
the audience was small.
The association was called to order by
the president, J. U. Barrows of Bethel,
after which prayer was offered by Rev.
II. H. Hovt of Uiram. An address of
welcome was given by Rev. J. H. Little
of the South Paris church in his usual
Mr. Barrows respondearnest manner.
ed. speaking of the advancement and
growth of Universalism in Oxford
County dunug the sixty-two years of the
association's existence.
Committees were appointed* as follows:
Religious services—R» v. J. Η. I.title. Rev.
Isabella Macduff, Ε C. Park.
Credentials—Λ. l>. Park, Rev. D. A. Ball, Miss
Alice Mason.
«
Parishes—Riv. H H. Iloyt.
Nominations—Rev. J. II. Little, Rev. H. A.
M.
Brown.
.lennte
Miss
Markley,
Resolutions—R v. .1. U. Little, Rev. S. U.
Davis, Mrs. Tandberg.

The records were read

by

Rev. F. II.

Cole of Mechauic Falls, the secretary of
the association, and the treasurer's report was also read by Mr. Cole in the
absence of the treasurer,
following

which an adjournment was made for
dinner.
Dinner was served in Good Cheer Hall
in the basement of the church, as were
all the meals except breakfasts on the
two days of the meeting.
The afternoon sessiou opened at 2
o'clock with a conference meeting led by
Rev. Miss Macduff in which several oi
the clergymen present participated. It
proved a most enjoyable meeting, and
one of the most helpful of the services
The afternoon preachiDg service opeued with Scripture reading by Rev. A. D.
Colson of Bethel, followed by prayer by
Rev. C. R. Tenney of Auburn, and sermon by Rev. D. A. Ball of Gorham,
Ν. II., from the text, St. John 1:14, hie
subject being Master Christians. This
was a very effective sermon, and contained many beautiful thoughts to help
Christians to live as better examples tu
themselves and to the world.
Music for the afternoon included a
solo by Miss Jessie Tolman and a duet
by Mrs. Wilson and Miss Thayer, Mrs.
Wilson and Mrs. Burbank as organists.
Following the sermon, communion
was observed.
Wednesday evening, after a praise
•ervice of a few minutes, there wai
Scripture reading by Rev. II. II. Hoyt of
Hiram, prayer by Rev. H. A. Markley
of Turner, ami a very thoughtful sermon
by Kev. Oluf Tandberg of Berlin, Ν. H.,
from the text, "Canst thou bind the
sweet iulluencee of Pleiades?"
The singing for the evening service
was by the church choir, with Mrs. Penfold at the organ. There was a good

congregation.
A UC

;

uaj
found us

SDtuuu

1/4

iuv

aoowiabivu,

in the midst of one
Thursday,
of the worst rain storms of the season,
but despite the weather a fair audience
gathered at the church at 9 Α. m for the
This was a
tirst service of the day.
praise service, led by Rev. Mr. Tenney
of Auburn. After this a discussion, on
Mary's tribute to the Master, was taker
part in by the various clergymen present,
and was a decidedly interesting and

helpful meeting.
A
business meeting followed in
charge of the secretary, Rev. Mr. Cole,
of Mechanic Falls, the president and
vice-president both being absent. Nomination of officers followed the reading ol
the records which resulted as follows:

I

i'reel'lent—J. It. Unrroweof RctM.
Vlee-PresUleut—A. I). Park of South Pitrl*.
Secretary— Rev. Mr. Cole of Mechanic Kali·.
Treasurer—Geo. L. Merrill of DUfleM.

reported 13 parishes represented, Undelegates present, 12 ministers,

There

tance

were

the state superintendent, and

one

visit-

Reports were given
ing clergyman.
from representatives of the different
parishes present, and all as far as heard

from seem to bo in good condition
spiritually and financially.

both

Tuesday a ministerial meeting was
held at the M. E. church. Papers were
read by the different members and discussed. The evening meeting was well
attended.

Mrs. Frank Kimball of Molunkus is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. David Hayes.
The Bethel chorus met at the home of
the president, Rev. A. D. Colson, Wednesday evening, but officers were not

elected.

Miss Alice Billings still remains seriat the home of her parent*, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Billings.
W.
S. Wight has gone to Lincoln
Prof.
He was acto begin classes in music.
companied by his little daughter Marie.
Mrs. Mary Everett, who has been caring for Mrs. W. A. Bunting, has returned to her home in Deering.
Mr. Henry Douglass has employment
on the G. T. K., and has moved his family to Island Pond.
The schools closed Friday to give the
teachers an opportunity to attend the
convention in Lewiston.
Mr<». J. H. Barrows is progressing
favorably at the hospital in Portland.
Miss Alice French, who has been operated upon for appendicitis, is gaining.
The academy has been closed two
weeks on account of the measles, but
will re-open Monday, Oct. 29.
Au extra crew has been put on to the
work being done to the track at the station. Δ new iron bridge will take the
place of the old overhead bridge, and
with the widening of the track east aud
west of the station a great improvement
will be ma·le and the increasing business
at the station will be more easily taken
care of.

ously ill

parents.

Baptist
society are now holding monthly meetings. At the recent annual meetiug
The ladies' circle of the Free

which was held at the home of Mrs. S.
T. White, they decided to hold a sale
some time tbe first of December.
They
also voted to change the annual election
in
first
of officers to the
meeting January
and to have the present officers remain
until that time.
Mrs. Sarah Proctor has sold her house
on Pioneer Street to Herbert Fuller of

Byron.

The W. C. T. U. meets Thursday
afternoon of this week with tbe president, Mrs. L. C. Bates.
Tbe Wednesday Club also holds its
meeting with Mrs. Bates this week. The
programme includes a sketch of Emerson, and a question box on the Middle
Atlantic States.
Mrs. L. M. Irieh and child have been
to Buckfield on a visit.

Greenwood.

The Center school closed last Friday,
and the one In the Bryant district Saturday. The writer visited both schools bj
special invitation aud was well paid foi
The first mentioned school
so doing.
was taught by Miss Annie E. Kimball ol
Waterford, and the latter by Miss Sadie
Davis of Bethel. Both are first-clast
teachers and closed their school with
Bryant's Pond.
presents and a fine treat for theii
Wesley Robinson has recently moved
scholars.
into one of Andrews' rents and is emOuly one deer has been killed in town ployed by D. D. Peverley.
Lester Morgan being
so far as known,
) Albert Rues has purchased a lot of J.
the lucky man. We took dinner with ι M. Day just north of the new house, and
Sylvester Cole Sunday, and were sc j will erect a house there in the spring.
fortunate as to get a taste of the meal
Bert Davis has contracted to cut and
and pronounced it flue.
I land on the lake at Bemis four thousand
Frank Morgan has finished his season's i cords of birch for the Cummings Bros,
work for Leonard Carter, and thinks ol of Norway. He will employ fifty men.
doing something in the trapping lint
The annual meeting of the Woodstock
this fall.
I & Greenwood Telephone Co. was held
visitors
were
receut
Charles
Swan
Our
Oct. 19th. The following officers were
and wife, together with their four chil- elected:
dren, and Dannie Bryant and wife; also
PreeMent— Η. K. LtUUllehl.
a pleasant call made by Ernest Brookt
Vlce-Prett.—J. M. Day.
Sec.—Η. I). Bacon.
who
hit
came
to
see
up
Sunday evening,
Trees —Harry I). Cole.
folks Saturday and returned Mondaj
A meeting will be held soon to conmorning to his work in Yarmouth. Mr,
line.
Brooks is still working in the baker; eider the propriety of dividing the
Verne Whitman now has a telephone,
and is well pleased with that kind ol
with a switch at Geo. W. Q. Perham's.
employment.
Mrs. D. D. Peverlev is visiting her
Λ ill Ο UK uur ΙΛΙβ iritUMCUl ΠΙ Ail Wtti a
daughter, Mrs. Lottie Elliot, at Berwick.
copy of the Waterville Morning Sentinel j
There will be a supper at the town
It contain* a fair amount of general and
marked hall Oct 31st, given by the Ladies' Aid.
local new*, together with a
Ernest Curtis left for Upton this week,
lecture on Christian Science at the Opera I
will pass tbe next two months
House by Prof. Edward A. Kimball. ! where he
and hunting and trapping.
re id the lecture but

j

I

Having

being of rather
opinion in regard to

twice,

small caliber,
ita merits will
our
be reserved until after one or two mort I
our

brain

reading·.

The fall thus far has beenuncommonlj
to thin out the
horn tly, very much to the relief of the
cattle. But the house dy is with us yet
and will be until Jack Froat is more in
evidence than he has been heretofore.
The bushes have obtained an unusual
Tuesday evening, the 23d. They
growth the past season, especially beside Hall
like 917 which they will
the roads; and where they have beet made something
allowed to grow for several years thej give to Rev. Mr. Schoonover.
E. L. Tebbets is repairing some of hie
nearly interlock in places overhead.
at South Bethel, and is to move
That means that when there comes s rents
others to this place for hie workmen.
damp snow the bushes will bend intc Rents are
very searce in town.
the road so that there will be no aucb
Clarence Lapham lias commenced to
thing as getting along until they are re- ;
; send his milk to Portland, as are Chas.
moved.
and Walter
Â copious rain is wanted and we are Hussey, W. H. Farnham
• Swift.
getting some of it at this writing. •
Mrs. Ann Libby is quite sick. Her
Twitchell Pond is the lowest it has been
Mrs. Lizzie Demond, of Conin several years.
I daughter,
! cord, Ν. H., is caring for her.
! W. H. Farnham and A. S. Cole have in
Hebron.
Vermont canvassing for L. P. Gunson
Mrs. Percival Bonney, Mr·. Day and
Miss
Bain of Portland have been al à Co.

tine, but cold enough

Following the busiuess meeting an address on "The Mission of our Church"
was given by Rev. Mr. Hoyt, our state
Mary
superintendent. Mr. Hoyt spoke of the Sturtevant Home for

work he had taken up and how hard
he ehould work to spread the mission of
It was a most inspiring adour church.
dress.
An adjournment was then in ordei
until the afternoon session.
Before the hour for the afternoon
service it had stopped raining and the
was trying to peep through the
sun
clouds and the afternoon proved very
pleasant. The afternoon service opened
with a duet by Miss Thayer and Mr. Colson, then Rev. Mr. Markley gave an adHe
dress on "Religions Education."
and
was very earnest in his address,
showed various ways of advancing religious education in our schools, Sunday
Schools and iu our homes. He advised
the use of many books as helps foi
this purpose. Mr. M ark ley's add res*
was followed by a discussion of the
subject. A solo by George Briggs wa*
next in order.
The following period was to have been
taken up by Mr. Ralph W. E. Hunt ol
Portland, but owing to his absence an
address on "What a Consecrated Universalis Is," was given by Rev. S. G· Davis
of Norway. Mr. Davia throws his whole
heart and soul into his sermons and one
can't help being made better and trying
to live a better life by listening to his
He gave aomething of the
sermons.
same address before the state convention
which
at Rockland last June, about
much has boon said and printed.
followed
Another busiuess meeting
this address to clean up the remaining
business, one point of which was reading
aftei
and adopting the resolutions,
which an adjournment was made until
loft
foi
of
the
delegates
evening. Many
their homes on the up and down train*
in the afternoon while others remained
for the evening service.
The resolutions, which were
quite
lengthy, express thanks to the South
Paris parish for ita hospitality, to the
choir for its music, to the railroad for
reduced fares, and to the representatives
of the press for courtesies; approve the
efforts for uniformity of divorce laws;
endorse the prohibitory law and oppose
its repeal or resubmission; express appreciation of the service· of Itev. F. E.
Barton, former state superintendent,
and welcome bis successor. Rev. H. H.
Hoyt; and tender sympathy to Brother
George L. Merrill, treasurer of the
association, in his lllnees, and to President J. H. Barrow· for the illness of his
wife.
▲t the closing service of the association Thursday evening, Scripture was
read by Rev. Mr. Ball, prayer offered by
Rev. Miss Macduff and the sermon by
Rev. W. J. Taylor of Lewistnn, from the
text, "What think ye of Christ?" It was
new

a thoughtful and eloquent discourse,
setting forth the qualities which make
Jeeus Master of the world, and the one

figure having absolute authority in the
spiritual life· Music was furnished by
the church choir with the addition of
Mia· Thayer and Mr. Carl Briggs for a
few
piece·; Mrs. Cora Brigga served as
oranist for th· evening.

Locke's Mills.

The measles which have been prevailtime have made their
| ing in Bethelinsome
this place, several being
appearance
laid by with tliem.
I
Harry Farnham returned from Manitoba Thursday, the 18th, and ie now
carpentering for B. L. Tebbets.
t
Mrs. Alice Farrington and Mrs. Nellie
Abbott gave a supper in Mt. Abram

a week or two bul
left this week.
The Z. L. Packard W. R. C. of thii
place was entertained by the Reliei
Corps at Mechanic Falls Tuesday of thic
week.
Coal is being hauled for the academ;
and some of the citizens.
Quite an amount of apple packing it
being done in this vicinity. H. K.
Stearns had live hundred barrels and
other orchards have done much bettei
than expected.

Oxford.
Dr. Fowles, who has been spending
the summer at Miss Fieher's cottage on
the hill, has returned to his home in New

York.

Linneus Millett has moved into his
house recently purchased of Alton "Verrill. Mr. Verrill has moved to his farm
I on Pigeon Hill.
I Mr. John Pattee and daughter, Mrs.
Herman Bumpua, have gone to Bridgton
to live.
,
! Leander Wardwell and Wm. Boyd havo
each lost a horse.
West Buckfield.
Mr. Geo. Hawkee is attending the
Orange fair at Mountain Orauge Hall,
of Sms of Temperauco
North Bucklield, Oct 26, afternoon and Grand Division
* in Portland.
evening.
:
Miss Emma Dunn of Portland is visitJoseph Boulos is in town thin week.
Mrs. Morris Clark.
F. Ë. Cooper ie hauling wood to the ing her sister,
station with two teams. Ernest ChurLovell.
chill drives bis team.
Mrs. J. S. Richards has a new sewing
At a special meeting of
Suncook
machine from Sears, Roebuck «ft Co.
Grange held Friday night, the third
Mrs. Farris of Bath made her daugh- i and fourth degrees were conferred on
ter, Mrs M. E. Bennett, a visit last week. four candidates. Visitors were present
Fred Cooper has a sick bone.
from the neighboring granges and an
Joseph St.I^aurence is at work for A. oyster and pastry supper was served to
S. Hall.
over one hundrod members and guests.
The instruments are being put on the
Hiram.
Independent Telephone line through
On Oct. 17th, Mrs. Llewellyn A. Wads- Slab City, East Stoneham and to North
worth received a stroke of apoplexy, it Waterford, and the number is being
j
being the third in recent years. Thirty- ! rapidly increased on the connecting
two hours later she regained conscious- lines.
ness and speech, and is now improving
Rev. C. H. Shank, N. F. A Hard and C.
under the care of Dr. C. E. Wilson.
K. Chapman attended the session of
On Saturday eveniug the barn of Mr·. Union Congregational Conference at
John Cotton, 40 feet by 50, was destroy- Waterford the 24th and 25th inst.
ed by tire, including 30 tons of hay, 2
A harvest supper, entertainment and
In- ! dance was given by the Ladies' Library
oxen, 4 cows, 2 hog· and 60 hen·.
surance
The
$400.
large two-story Club at Pine Grove Hall Friday evening,
house near by was saved.
The barn is ι There were a goodly number in attendto be rebuilt this fall.
ance.
Miss Emily H. Swett of Arlington,
Mass., the last of Eli C. Wadsworth'a
Brownfleld.
seventy summer boarders, went home
Thursday, big storm to-day.
the 26th, after a sojourn of twenty-one
A harvest supper at town hall Wedweeks, it being her eighth summer here.
Mrs. Silas B. Durgin is seriously ill. nesday evening under the auspices of
the Congregational circle.
Harry P. Young and James D. Wilder
J. L. Frink has returned from Porthave gone on a hunting tour to Mooseland where he spent a week with his
! head Lake.
took in Grand Lodge of
The number of caus of sweet corn can- children, also
ned here was 250,000, it being one-sixth I. O. O. F.
There is to be a band concert at town
less than the amount in 1905.
hall Friday evening.
East Sumner.
Meeting at the Congregational church
Daniel R. Palmer had an auction aale this evening.
Rev. Mr. Hoyt preached his farewell
on Wednesday of goods that he did not
sermon last Sunday at the Univeraallst
wish to move to
where
I

1

I

!

Buckfield,

he

is to reside. It drew oat quite a
crowd.
Lew Spaulding acted a· the
auctioneer.
James Varney baa been on from Ohio
to see his mother who ia quite feeble
aince her return from California.
Mr·. Lucy Furbish Campbell .and husband have arrived from California to
•pend the winter in Maine. They were
•offerers from the earthquake but reaided at Berkeley.
S. Weston Brigga has moved back from
now

California.

The indie·' sale and supper will be at
Grange Hall Thursday evening. Not. 1.
Not opeu in the afternoon as at first intended. Admission free.

church.

First Congregational chnrch, Rev. Dr.
James J. G. Tarr, pastor. Sunday, Nov.
4, morning worship at 10:45, with sermon by the pastor, "Sacrificing and
Trasting." This will be followed by
communion of the Lord's supper. Sunday School at 12 m. At 6:30 there will
be a harvest concert by members of the
Sabbath School. All are cordially in-

vited.
The

Congregational personage has
been much Improved by needed alterations. Mr. Clayton Spring of the board
of trustees has been superintending the
work.

Buckfield.
The Buckfield Literary Club having

Denmark.
Mr. Fred Sanborn hM moved his

aaw
hM a

two years course Id mill to Pompkin Valley, where he
arranged
English history and literature, several logging job.
One of the aaddeat accident· for a
members met on Friday evening week
with Mrs. Daniel Murch for study and number of yean in this town happened
mutual helpfulness. A growing interest at the Portland boy·' camp, Moose Pond,
is manifest, and iu their sooial calls the the 24th. Mr. Samnel E. Saundern, son
subject of English history is often made of Chief Engineer Samuel Saundera of the
Governor Dingley, 28 year· of age, while
the matter of conversation.
Unusual excitement and fearful fore- stepping into the boat, lost his balance
the
bodings occurred not many evenings and fell and was instantly killed by was
A coroner
since on lower Elm Street, where usual- disoharge of hi· gun.
the
body
ly quiet and good will to men abide. In called but did not get here and
one of these homes resides a respected was taken to the Corner and sent to PortHie
Marston.
of
Dr.
order
the
of
land, by
lady of mature years who is monarch
all ber realm. But on the above named comrade· went with the body.
evening she became certain there was a
East Bethel.
man in the house under the bed or
Farmers are selling their potatoes at
somewhere hidden away. As she did
not choose such companionship siin de- Rumford Falls.
Miss Jennie Swan has gone to the
cided to blow the old tin horn. This
aroused the neighborhood and oailed to hoepital at Lewlston for treatment of
her help several gallant men near by. tbe throat.
Mrs. S. E. Rich ha· moved to Berlin,
It was some time before the good lady
could be convinced that her fears were Ν. H., for her future home.
Mr. H. E. Bartlett is burning a large
groundless. The fright, however, extended to other female forms, they find- kiln of brick.
Mr. J. S. Hutchins, the R. F. D. mail
ing it difficult to disabuse their miuds
of the idea that a roan was under their carrier, is very sick with the measles at
beds or bid away in some dark corner his home at South Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Holt and Mrs. S.
of the home. Such is life.
Miss Cora Young, one of our popular J. Perry returned home to Massavillage teachers, visited her home in chusetts last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cha·. Barker recently
Bowdoinham a week ago, remaining
visited Lewiston, Poland Spring and
over the Sabbath.
Mr. Stanley Damon of Taris is now South Paris.
stopping with bis aged aunt, Mrs. IlanFootball.
tiah Damon.
Mrs. Damon is past 85
years of age and for many years bas reHKBRON 2d 5; PARIS 0.
sided alone.
Mr. Charles Record has had running
In tho first football game tbi· season
water piped into his house. Several in wbicb a Paris team has taken part, a
have done this the past season.
team composed mostly of players from
Mrs. Luther M. Irish and daughter, this
place was defeated at Hebron SatMiss Elizabeth Virginia, are visiting her
urday afternoon in an evenly matched
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Withing- aud well played contest. The team was
ton.
organized on the spur of the moment,
The good ladies of the Raptist society and when they left here no one knew
furnished an excellent fifteen cent din- who was to make up tbe team. They
uer last Wednesday to a large number of made
up their signals on tbe way down,
diners and netted a good sum.
and none of them bad played under the
Rev. B. P. Turner of Brunswick, for- new rules, some being unfamiliar with
merly pastor of the Baptist church in thom. Having had no practice they
Buckfield, was called to attend the were naturally iu poor physical confuneral of Mr. Columbus Fletcher of dition and easily winded.
Hartford Center. While in town Mr.
Tho game opened by Paris kicking to
Turner was the guest of Mr. A. F. War- Hebron, and the ball see-sawed up and
ren.
down the ileld most of the half, neither
Rev. C. P. Parsons of Portland, pre- team making their distance regularly.
atelder
of
tbe
central
district,
siding
Hebron was obliged to puut several
tended quarterly meeting Saturdav and times, and this
gave Titcomb a chance to
Sunday, preaching at East Buckfield in show what be could do in handling
tbe morning, in the village iu tbe afterpunts. His work in this line was one of
noon and at the union meeting at the the features of the
game.
Baptist church in tbe evening. On SatNear the end of the half F. Record
urday evening be held the quarterly con- got cloar around right end and carried
ference.
the ball to Hebron's 8-yard line, making
Mr. J. Π. DeCoster of Mechanic Falls, a run of between 50 or 00 yards, but
was
in
resident
of
Buckfield,
formerly a
Hebron braced and held Paris for downs.
town the past week calling on friends, The half onded with neither team havTilton.
was
Gilbert
whom
Mr.
among
ing scored, but Paris had held the ball
During the past week seventeen car more than half the time and gained
loads of freight have been shipped from much more ground than Hebron.
Buckfield station. On Thursday six car
In the second half the better physical
loads of apples were sent. The station condition of the Hebron team began to
agont, J. E. Moore, is a very busy man. tell, aud by bard work they succeeded
During the fall season eighteen cars of in carrying tbe ball over Paris' goal line
canned corn have been shipped from this for a touchdown, but failed on an easy
station and about fifteen cars more
goal.
await shipment.
The men in the back field for the
Paris team were very light, none of them
West Bethel.
weighing over 140 pounds, but they
"
Bright yellow, red and orange,
The team
were fast and all played well.
The leaves come down In host*;
worked together much better than was
The trees are In'llan princes,
But soon they'll turn to ghosts;
to bo expected under tbe circumstances,
The leathery pears and apples
and were well satisfied with tbe result
russet
on
the
bough,
Hang
of the game. They intend to do a little
It's autumn, autumn, autumn late,
'Twill soon be winter now."
practicing and meet them again in a few
weeks. Following is the line-up of the
"Short grow the days, ani chill the air,
Hard frosts prevail; the trees are hare,
teams:
Yet lo! a southern air, a mellow haze,
FAKIS.
ΙΙΕΒΚΟΝ.
Ami soft warm days, bring summer back again."
I.e., K. Record.
Blanchard, r.e.
Indian summer.
Uetchell, r.t.
l.t, C. Record.
Beautiful October is nearly gone.
MaldteU, r.g.
I.g., Sumner.
c.. Lane.
The warm and copious rain was most Snow. c.
r.g., Parlln.
Sawyer, l.g.
gladly welcomed by all.
llebbard.
Ht >Mu, l.t.
r.t.,
Elbert Briggs made a short visit to
r.e., Chapman.
Cary, I.e.
ti b., Clark.
Hunt's Corner, Albany, Wednesday.
Woodbury, q.b.
l.h.b.
r.h.b., True.
Vaeconcellos,
on
the
Ε. I'. Philbrook is working
1 h.b., Titcomb.
Carton, r h.b.
house of Eli Grover in Mason.
tb., I'eaeley.
Fletcher, f.b.
Mrs. A. C. Ilobbs recently visited ber
Headlines·
Referee. Smith. Umpire, Stacy.
Tlmold home iu Conway, Ν. H.
man, Scott. Linesmen, Joy and Maxim.
Mrs. Sarah W. Brown is visiting rela- ere, Thayer and tiodtng. Time of halves, 2o and
15 minute*.
tives and friends in Waterford and AlMaine News Notes.
bany.
Only a few farmers in this vicinity
seem willing to sell potatoes and apples
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Portland,
at the present low prices.
well known in Maine, was chosen viceChales Dunham and wife were called president-at-largo of the World's W. C.
home from Massachusetts two weeks ago T. U., at the recent convention in Boston.
by the illness of a grandson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Cummings
Articloe of association of tho Penoband daughter Annie of Albany visited E.
scot Bay Railroad Company, which inR. Briggs and family last week.
with
Addison S. Bean and family are pack- tends to operate a road to connect
Maine Central and Northern Maine
ing their household goods preparatory to the
railroad at Belfast, have been
moving to their new home in East Po- Seaport
forwarded to the board of railroad comland.
missioners.
for a

Albert Haskell, aged 18, and Walter
Κβτ. C. 6. Miller will speak in the Yelland were tipped out of a canoe and
Universalist church Thursday eveoing, drowned in Lake Mattanawock at LinNov. 1st, at seven forty-five o'clock.
coln Sunday. Telland was 22 years old
There was a good attendance at the and leaves a wife and infant child. HasW. It. C. meeting Saturday, Oct. 20th, kell was unmarried. Both young men
for such a stormy day. The ladies of the resided in Lincoln.
Corps intend to have a dinner and fair
Tho will of the late George H. Ingalla
some time in the near future. Due notice
of Charlestown, Mass., which has been
will be given.
after a contest by relatives,
York Brothers have sold a pair of probated
leaves $10,000 to Bridgton Academy at
steers to Mr. Curtie of Parie Πϋΐ.
and $3,500 to the CongreMrs. Henry Toung is quite sick with Bridgton. Me.,
gational church in that town. The conan attack of neuralgia.
test will be carried to the Supreme
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Newell visited their
Court.
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Bonney, one day
last week.
John Roberts, as he is commonly
M. C. Barrows went up to Wright known, has beeu held without bail to
Crockett's and got a load of apple bar- answer to the charge of murder iu conrels last Wednesday.
nection with the killing of Edward
Joseph Bolous, the Armenian peddler, Dickinson of Smyrna Mills by a rifle bulwas through this place last week.
He let on the 18th. He Is a Mexican, who
seems to have prospered greatly since he has been a farm hand and roving characfirst began to peddle on this route.
ter. llistrue name is said to bo Juan
Horace Farrar has returned from his Robens.
vacation.
On one acre of ground this season,
M. D. Dow has bought a pair of steers
Paul Saindon of Lewiston has raised 110
of Corry Bonney, also a pair of Everett
bushels of potatoes, 1,000 pumpkins
Robbins.
from 5 to 25 pounds each, 271 squashes
weighing from 15 to 18 pounds. From
North Stoneham.
100 tomato plants he has picked 30
Mrs. Elden McAllister has gone to
bushels of tomatoes. He has also raised
Massachusetts for the winter.
25 bushels of carrots, 15 bushels of beets
Ralph Adams hae moved into the and 10 bushels of cucumbers—all from
camp near H. B. McKoen's.
one acre of ground.
Blanche and Payeon McAllister, Bessie McKeen and a Mr. Noble from NorAlthough one man had previously
way were at H. B. Mckeen's Saturday been mistaken for a bear and shot dead,
the first case of "mistaken for a deer" in
and Sunday.
Richard Haven from Massachusetts is Maine this season was at Island Palls on
spending his vacation with his sister, Monday, when Benjamin F. McDole was
mistaken for a deer by William Fowler,
Mrs. L. J. Gammon.
Setli Harriman of Lovel) is at work for aged 18, while hunting in the woods
near the railroad station, and instantly
Wni. Gammon.
£arl McAllister, who has been staying killed by a rifle bullet which passed
He was 35 years of
at L. J. Gammon's, is moving to North through bis neck.
Lovell.
age, and leaves a widow.
weal sumncr.

South Rumford.
Hortense, wife of Eugene Davis, died
Oct. 18th after a few weeks' illness with
Besides her
acute Bright's disease.
husband she leaves a little daughter
June aged nearly five years, a mother,
Mrs. Belle Jones, and a brother and sis-

ter who live in Derry, Ν. H. Her mother
was with ner the last ten days of her illFuneral services were held at her
ness.
home Sunday at 2 p. M., and the many
beautiful flowers partly told of the great
love of her many friends. Her age was
25 years.
Mrs. Arthur Lane recently went to
Harrison and carried home her sister,
Miss Winnie Fleck, who had been visiting her for several weeks. They were
accompanied by Villa Gammon.
Blanche
has been ill with
diphtheria ana as yet is not able to attend school. Quarantine was taken
from the house Oct. 22d.
Ora Thurston has been labeling in the
corn shop at Rumford Center.
They
finished work Oct. 25th.
Eddie Aldrich and bride from Boston,

Wyman

Mass.,

are

with their
Rumford.

services of the late wife of Geo. L.
and
Chase. Such acts of kindness

sympathy

are

Arthur Putnam is giviog very enjoygraphophone concerts at the school
house for the benefit of the McKinley

School Leagne.
Villa Gammon is working for Mrs.
Rodney House at East Rumford.
Mr·. C. M. Elliott from Rumford Corner has been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Willard Wyman, the past two weeks.
Elic Lamere has his new house ready
to be plastered.
John Russ baa moved to Oxford witfc
his family.

Wilson's Μΐϊΰ]
Wm. B. Garfield has returned to Boston and Camp Garfield is closed for the
It is his 33d annual vacation In
season.
this vicinity.
W. Buckman purchased three
J.
horses while in Boston to take into the

woods, and here bought a yoke of oxen
of H. G. Bennett for work in the woods.
S. W. and E. S. Bennett have been
guiding around Umbagog Lake.
Then is much deer hunting, but bob·
Dmtbn vtryioar··,

gratefully appreciated.

Gko. L. Chase,
Mb. and Mrs. Geo. O.
Family.
Paris, Oct. 23, '06.

Chase

and

The undersigned desire to express their
sincere thanks for the aid and sympathy extended to them during their recent bereavement and for the beautiful
flowers.
Tkbesa S. Grovek.
Faustina S. Bkown.
Susie S. Chapman.

Bryant's reputation wu that he was at
Lime· quarrelsome when under the inThe laat time I kept boaae tu four fluence of liquor.
My
years ago, In a camp, in Hartford.
The defence rested at this point.
family wm there, my wife waa not.
How long since yon kept house with
Id rebuttal the state called llrs. James
(Continued from lint page )

your wife?

Five years ago last August.
In reply to qnestions, ne stated that
he had seven children, and gave their
names and told where they were so far
as be knew.
▲ very rapid and searching cross-examination followed, Mr. Barnes going
swiftly over the movements of Mr. Farrington for some years, and going over
and over the events of the day in a way
which it is impossible to give in detail.
Had been in the Record & Lary camp
with Willie about a week. Had not seen
Eugene Bryant in that time.
Who did you get the drink from in the

forenoon?
I didn't know him.
road.

E. Irish of Hartford.
I live on the farm where the Bryant
Have known
Bryant
camp stands.
shout ten years, and he has worked f»r
my mother, Mrs. Maxim, when I bave
been there. I have never noticed him
[ioing anything left-handed. I was a
frequent visitor there.
He ate with bis knife, and used his
knife with his right hand. I have seen
him knit right-handed.
On crose-examination, the witness
eaid that she had never heard anything
about Bryant being handy with his left

hand.

Mr. Mclntire was recalled, aud asked
about the position of some of the dishes
on the table.
Where did you leave the gun when
Where in the camp was the largest
yon went to the village?
blood smirch, except under the head?
By the window at the front of the
On the end of the table next the
camp.
bunks.
Did Bryant have a grip in his hand?
Mr. Mclutirn was examined in regard
He didn't.
to this smirch of blood and brain matDid you see one that day?
ter on the table, and described it, and
I did not.
which he had
What time did Will go to work that produced a tracing of it
made on the necond day after the shootmorning?
ing. There was sotne contest as to adI should say between 5 and 0.
was adDid Bryant say he was coming up to mitting this as evidence, but it
mitted, though several questions in redinner with you?
gard to it were excluded.
He didn't.
On cross-examination, Mr. Mclntire
What time did you sit down to dinner?
stated that there were other small spatCouldn't tell exactly.
of blood on the table and on the wall
The details of the dinner were gone ters
Witness back of it.
over carefully and rapidly.
This closed the evidence, and at 4:40
stated that Bryant might have been
Tuesday Mr. Dyer began bis argument.
there an hour.
Bryant bad a pint flask of whiskey in
his hip pocket. I bad one drink from it.
Mr. Dyer reviewed the case with great
Did you have any words with Bryant clearness and force, prefacing his disbefore dinner?
cussion of the evidence with the stateI did not.
ment of the law of »elf-defence which
He
How long did you stay in the camp would make killing justifiable.
after be fell to the floor?
then cited the story of the respondent as
to
get my cap.
a truthful account of the events of that
Only long enough
How long was it after you got up from scene In which only he and the dead
the table before you shot him?
The several circumman were actors.
stances upon which the state would dePerhaps two minutes.
Rapid cross-examination followed on pend to cast doubt upon this story were
details of the occurrence.
taken up one by one—the position of the
What did he say when you shot bim? revolver in Bryant's left hand, the spot
He didn't say nothing.
of blood on the inside of the same band,
What did he do?
the smirch on the table, and the evido
He didn't
nothing.
dence tending to show that Bryant was
He fell to the floor?
right-handed—and it was argued that
He did.
none of them was inconsistent with the
Do you send away when you get your story of Farrington. An earnest plea
for justice to hie client, and for belief ol
liquor?
No, sir.
-'ghtforward story, wa«
Where do you get it?
At Lewiston, when I have any.
Court adjourned at the conclusion ol
Do you have a pension?
Mr. Dyer's argument Tuesday night, and
I do.
at tho opening of the session the next
How much?
morning County Attorney Barnes made
Ten dollars a month.
his argument on behalf of the state. It
Barnes
questioned was a very clear and vivid review of the
County Attorney
had
be
what
as
to
circumstances of the case. Beginning
Farrington closely
done with his last pension check, and with a discussion of the credibility ol
went over numerous details in a rapid the respondent, of which he expressed
flre of questioning.
mncb doubt, he proceeded to present tc
the jury the events of the 3d of April,
William B. Farrington of Hartford, and with great distinctness pictured tc
the
On
son of the respondent, testified:
them the scenos of that fatal day, as thej
3d of April I was living in Record à appeared according to the theory of the
to
wood
taken
some
bad
state. He argued that the circumstancei
Lary's camp. I
cut of Record & Lary.
My father was failed to confirm the story of the re<
there with me.
spondent that his life had been threaten
We bad a gun at the camp. I had shot ed by Bryant, and further, that they in
a hawk with it the Saturday before the dicated that the revolver, which bad not
been fired, had been taken from Bryant'i
shooting.
When I came back to the camp the pocket after he was shot, and placed un
night after the shooting, I brought some der bis hand in the position in which il
dishes and left them outside the camp was found. His argumont was logical
door.
and eloquent.
Cross-examined: How near the camp
Judge Wiswell occupied about fiftj
do the trees grow?
minutes in his instructions to the jury,
Small trees grow quite close.
first giving them clearly the law regard
Did you put anything under the camp? iDg justifiable killing, and then review
remember
I don't
putting anything ing the evidence in the case, showing
there.
that clear recollection of details and
The empty whiskey bottle was shown comprehension of the whole case which
him, but be disclaimed all knowledge he has manifested in every case which
of'it.
has been heard in this court. The jurj
retired to their room a little after 11
Vinton Bradeen of Hartford: I was o'clock.
working in a blacksmith shop on the 3d
"guilty" is tue verdict.
of April. When I went to dinner, up
When the court was about ready to
the Gary Hill road, I saw some excelsior
and a box, with a tag marked "Eugene suspend for tbe noon recess, at noarly
half-past twelve, Judge Wiswell in
Bryant, East Sumner, Maine."
structed tbe officer in charge at tbe jurj
room door to ask tbe jury if they wouli
Morris R. Fogg of Sumner testified: I like dinner served to them. The
replj
have charge of the East Sumner corn was that
they would agree within s
factory for the Minot Packing Co.
waited
minute. Accordingly the court
I knew Eugene Bryant well. He workIn about three minutes from the tim<
ed for me ten years ago, on a job where
of tbe meeeagetbe jury appeared, having
a left-handed man could work moro
been out an hour and twenty minutes
comfortably than a right-handed man, Quite a portion of the crowd of specta
be
and he was put on that job because
tore in the court room had gone home
I said he could use his left hand as well as but a number remained. Uany of their
DIS rignt.
were anticipating a verdict of acquittal
I know the reputation of Eugene Bry- but tbe
appearance of tbe jury, and tlx
ant.
tenseness of their faces, as they filed intc
What was the reputation of Bryant as tbeir
seats, forecasted the verdict wnlct
to hie being quarrelsome when under the
was to come.
influence of liquor?
In response to tbe inquiry, Foreman
I should say it was bad; that he was Brown
replied "Guilty," and tbe verdicl
abusive with his mouth.
was affirmed in due form.
Cross-examined as to Bryant using his
Farrington gave no sign of emotion
left band, nothing of importance was when he beard the
as iudeed he
I met him on the

elicited.

had not at any

took me by tbo throat with his left
and choked me violently. I talked
bim afterward about it, and he
"When I get that old left hold of

they have

to come."

hand year
with

said,
'em,

Nellie R. Bryant of Lynn, Mass., testiWe wish to extend our thanks to the
friends who so kindly fied : I am the wife of Eugene Bryant.
assisted us with deeds and words during We were married in 1871, and lived toour sad bereavement, and especially for gether eight year·.
Mr. Bryant was able to use either
the flowers sent to our loved one daring

THE BISHOP FUR ROBES!
I am selling the Bishop best Cub and Grizzly Bear Robes
for $12 medium size and $13 largest, size.
Gray goat $9,
$10 and $11.
I have a bargain in so.ne of the heavy wool robes with rubber center. I am selling 54x62 inch robe for $6.50, 54x72
inch robe for $7.50.

JAMES N.

FAVOR, GBUF«CKtR

OX Main flit.,

MOrway, Malno.

Your Own Choice
Tbe cream separator you cboose will
surely be tbe one that makes you say "It's
the beet I ever saw." Tbat is what you'll
say when you see

Sharpies Tubular.

The

You'll aay it because you believe it. You'll
say it because—standing right benlde tbe
Tubular—you'll appreciate the great advantage of the waist low supply can, wholly enclosed self oiling gears and simple bowl
bung from a frictioniees ball bearing. Tou

will say it because tbe Tubular ia built not
a life time, and do ita work perfectly, but also because the Tubular is built to do its work most easily,
and is most easy to care for. Let me show you this wonderfully simple
machine and give you a catalog describing it thoroughly and telling how
it will Increase your dairy profits 25 to 100 per cent.

only to last

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.
Manager

County Creamery.

Oxford

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Co.
Department Store Specials.
Blankets 55 cts. to $5.00 per pair.

Men's Gloves and Mittens,

half imprisonment.

lightness of the
generally pleasing

The

sentence imposed is
to the public.

cts. to

10

$2.50.

Β. & H. No. 2, Centre Draft Nickel Lamp, complete with 10 inch shade and chimney $1.39.
Oil Cloth Stove Mats in all sizes.

Apple

Baskets and

80 MARKET
SOUTH

Presses.

SQUARE,
MATNE.

PARIS,

Î

Clothes.
You'll find it easy to
dressed
best

pick

the

men

wherever you go ; they're
wearing Hart, Sc ha finer
& Marx clothes.
We're

selling

them ; the

styles

right, they're hand
tailored, they fit ar.d
there's no suspicion of
cotton in them ; they're
are

strictly
new

verdict,
time during the trial, and

without any demonstration wbatevei
Henry W. Bonney of East Sumner was followed the jailer back to his cell.
foreman of the bath room in the corn
factory, where Bryant worked. I noticed
Sentenced to One Year in Jail.
that Bryant always worked on the left
hand side of the rope, and I learned that
During a lull in the business of the
lie was satisfied to work on that side. court Thursday afternoon, Judge WisCross-examined, the witness stated well addressed Mr. Brown, the foreman
that they always had trouble getting men of tbe jury which bad convicted Farringto work on that job.
ton, saying,
"Mr. Brown, I understood from you
the jury wish'
I that there was something
A. T. Cole of Buckfield testified:
ed to say in relation to tbe Farrington
am a merchant.
I had a conversation with Eugene case."
Mr. Brown rose and replied briefly,
Brya^ last March. He told me that he
that in their deliberations on the
could use one hand as well as the other. saying
case In tbeir room, it bad seemed to
He took my left-handed shears and used
tbem that considering the age of the rethem as well as I could.
spondent and the circumstances of the
case, it bad seemed to tbem that the
Elmer E. Roberts of Sumner, farmer, ends of
justice would be sufficiently
testified: Eugene Bryant boarded at my served if
only a jail sentence was imposhouse a week three years ago. I noticed ed.
that he was very handy with his left
Judge Wiswell said that he would
hand, and ate left-handed.
take the matter under consideration.
Cross-examination developed that the
Friday morning at the opening of court
witness was away on jury duty the most
Farrington wae brought in, and County
of the week Bryant was there.
Attorney Barnes moved for sentence.
The court asked Mr. Dyer, the reEleie M. Newton of Hartford testified: spondents counsel, if he wished to say
I was at Mr. Benson's last fall when anything. Mr. Dyer replied very briefly,
Eugeue Bryant was there. I am left- asking that a jail sentence might be conhanded and he remarked that he used sidered sufficient, especially in view of
the fact tbat veterans who have served a
the eame hand I did.
term in state prison are not allowed to
The imre-enter the soldiers' home.
Fred Merrill of Hartford testified that
position of a state prison sentence would
Bryant had told him be was left-handed. therefore
mean that tbe old man would
be left at its completion without any
Charles S. Reed of Hartford testified home to go to, and would have to be
that bo had seen Bryant shoot left-hand- under tbe care of some town.
ed, and he remarked that be could shoot
Judge Wiswell stated tbat be had conas well with one hand as the other.
sidered the matter fully, and had decided
He was
to impose only a jail sentence.
influenced in this largely by tbe repreW. F. Benson Of Hartford bad seen
of tbe jury, as well as by the
sentations
Eugene Bryant shoot a revolver left- considerations suggested by tbe rehanded. He fired it twice.
spondent's couneel. He then imposed a
sentence of one year in tbe county jail.
station
at
L. 0. Irish,
Hartford,
agent
Farrington has already been in jail
once
came
into
the
that
testified
Bryant
since tbe first week in April, so that the
station when he had been drinking. He sentence will make him in all about a
got abusive, and I ordered bim out. He
and a

neighbors and

all wool.

The

fabrics for fall

unusually

are

attractive.

Copyright 1906 by
Hart Schaffner tS" Marx

1

One Price
Clothier,

I

Have You Heard About the
=

SUITS

=

AT

S. B. & Z. S. Prince's?
6 White Eton Suits for $2.50.
the thing for the fair.
All Wool Suits that have been

$14.00, $15.00

are

marked

$25.00

now

$S.oo.

$10.00, $13.50, $13.50,

$5.00

Those that have been $16.00,

and

Just

to

close.

$17.00, $19.00, $22.00

The Skirts Alone Are Worth This Amount.

DO NOT BE A BURDEN.
F. Λ. 8HURTLEFF Λ CO. OIVE SOME GOOD
ADVICE TO READERS

OF

THE

DEMO-

CRAT.

PORTLAND, BANOOR AND AUdUSTA.
Many people in Paris are a burden not
only to themselves but to others because
ita Postive Position Guaranty, aucceaa to the graduate* of
Guarantee»,
by
and
its
alimenta.
of indigestion
resulting
Orlando Irish of Hartford testified
Combination
Course.
Write for particulars. F. L. SHAW, President.
diatreaa
The
backaches, beadachea,
that Bryant had the reputation of being
WELL· WORTH TRYING.
after eating, loea of appetite, gulping up
drank.
when
W. H. Brown, the popular pension quarrelsome
of undigested food and gases, can all be
overcome by the use of Mi-o-na stomach
attorney of Pittafleld, Vt., says: "Next
of
Canton
testified
that
Barrows
R. A.
to a pension, the best thing to get is Dr.
tablets.
was that he was
Thla remedy ia not a mere digeative,
King's New Life Pills." He writes: Bryant's reputation
when
in
and
overbearing
it ia a poaitive atrengthener of the di"They keep my family in splendid quarrelsome
health."
Quick cure for Headache, liquor.
geative organs, putting them in ahape so
WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF
Cross-examined, Mr. Barrows stated tbat they can digest any food that ia
25c.
Constipation and Biliousness.
Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s that be was formerly depnty sheriff for raten. Mi-o-na ia used before meale and
nearly thirty-five years.
10 strengthens the digeative
drug store.
organs,
Bryant has worked and boarded in irhile other remedies are taken after
"TO CURE A FELON"
Canton some.
meals simply to digest tbe food withA distinct ripple in the courtroom was jut
WHICH WE ARE PLEASED TO SHOW YOU.
iws Sam Kendall of Phlllipsburg, Kan.,
giving permanent relief.
caused by the question whether the witF. A. Shurtleff A Co. aeil Mi-o-na in
"jiW .cover It over with Buoklen's Arni- ness
about
knew
Bryant
joinanything
do
the rest."
{ K)c. boxes under a poaitive guarantee
ca Sa'J^ and the Salve will
log the cburrfi. The witness responded, :bat it will cure or money will be reQulpnst cure for Burns, Boils, Sores,
owes for his board while he
Also a large line of_
he
"And
Salt
S'^Tds, Wounds, Piles, Eczema,
funded.
Rheum, Chapped Hand·,' Sore Feet and was there in Canton." He did however
Sore Eyes. Only 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff admit that he didn't know as he bad
seen Bryant quarrelsome since that time.
St Co.'s drug store. Guaranteed.
_ju»t in from New York.
Mother Gray'· Swwt Powdwt for Children,
as nurse, by a
of
A
testified
Hartford
that
of
H.
Allen
W.
position
lady
BaeossafaUy need by Mother Gray, none la the
Children'· Horn· la New York, Cure FeverUh- Bryant's disposition when he was in (
experience. Address or call, Mrs.
mn, Bad Stomach, Teething DUorder·. move
was quarrelsome.
tnd reruUte the Bowel· and Destroy worms. liquor
Κ. E. Townsend, Otisfield (P. O.
At »U
Over 80,000 testimonial*.
1%*ξ
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
Jmm W, Llbbj, ohalraaa of the iddress, Oxford, R. F. D. i).

her sickness.
spending their honeymoon
Ira F.
uncle, Edwin Abbott, at East

able

brought 1b.

Card of Thanks.

undersigned desire to express
their thanks for the many tnkons of
sympathy and help extended to them
during the Illness, death and funeral
The

Henry L Farrington Quilty.

Mubch and Family.

hand with equal

ease.

MILLINERY.

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats

Wanted.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

ita

The ΦχίανΑ Semncrat

SOUTH_PABIS.

The Congregational Ladies' Circle will
give the next supper Thursday evening,
Nov. 15th.

SOl'TU PARIS ΡΟβΤ OKKIeK.
Office Hour· :

7 30 A. M. to 7 JO

p.

M.

Commencing Sept. 30,1906,
>l'th

uutk

rais

a. m., dallv; 9:44 A. M.,
tioln* down east)—5:36
4:35 p.
«lally.
•lally except Sunday;
a.
dally; 3sK p. m.. II
liolng up west)—10-07
P.
S.47
M.,
«Ully.
;
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•tally except
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Church, Rev. Α. Κ. Bald
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10 45 a. m. and
Pu-tor. Preaching »erv!eee,
18 M.; Y 1». S. C. Κ.
School
Sunday
; ., I M
Church prayer meeting on Tuesdav
μ
l(
All, not otherwise eon
evening at 7 -0 o'clock.
Invite*1.
Boi te·!, are conllally
11. Λ. Clifford. Pastor.
Μ ·ιΐκ··11>ι Church. Kev
mevUng 9:30 A. R.:
.it -..nlay. morning prayer
SaMuth School
;:lu.· service 10:45 a.
ι>
Me.
ting ti 15 P. u
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Κ
League
μ
ρ
flo
p.
7
prayer meet
v.
>g praver nice ting
class meeting, Friday
tmfi maM-lay evening;
«venin*.
K;v. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Baptist Church,
service lu:4Λ Α.
Pa-tor On »MPH> pr aohlng
Y. P. 8. C. Κ ,6:15 P.
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meeting
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All are I
Scut< iree.
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portant business.

sired.

Full attendance de-

Those who have been given a peep at
the rehearsals of "The Dance of the
Autumn Leaves," for which Miss McArdle is trainiog the children, pronounce
it the prettiest thing imaginable. It will
be given at the Good Cheer entertainment Nov. ii.

•TATKD XEETIMOS.
So. !>4. Meeular
Κ ,t A M.—Paris Lodge,
inooc.
Γ;α·»
lay evening on or before full neet
τ· ο !:u·
LO'Ue,
regular
I. .t.·». K—\louut Mica
of each week.—Aurora
e~enlng
In.-é. T:iur»<lay
:nent. '.rut an J third Monday evening·
of e.i< .'i month.
So
!>
K.— Mount Ρ le. san· Kebekah Lodge,
or each
eets second anil fourth Prldays
j.1,
In Odd Fellow»' Hall.
No. 14- riiiots
I ft —W. K. Kimball Post,
of oacb
an.! thirl Saturday evenings
ôr

The amateurs who recently made such
a success of the Forest Caruival play,
t
"A Woman's Honor," are to start out to
Ch. In (·. A. R. Hall.
m
meets Hr*t j
K. Kimball Keller Corps
or at least one
W ·!
In conquer other cities,
each
month.
of
lrd Saturday evenings
sr. :
other city. They will present the play
".•'lof Corps Hall.
1 to Oct. 1, at Hobinson Hall, Oxford, Tuesday evenI'. of 11.—Paris Grange, from Slay
Saturday, during the iuir of this week, followed by a dauce.
z. v.» iir-4 and third
Saturday. In
meets
every
of
the
1er
year,
r.·
I As there is a good moon, if the weather
tau· Hall.
of is
j good a number from this place will
I. « » U.C.—Second and fourth Monday·
Full particulars are
e* :i month.
No. 181, urobablv atteud.
ν
K. O. P.—stony Brook Lodge,
the bills.
: and fourth Wednesday evenings çiven oa
of

<

KM
act) month.

P.—Hamlin Lodge, So. 31, meets every
Hall.
ir ay evening at Pythian
done.
is
nearly
Court
Almost November.

UaH* I US

But October

I

has!

WWI.

Clifford of Bates ColMiss
over Sunday.
lege was at home
Ind.,
Henry A. Hersey of Indianapolis,
has been in town for a few days.

Marguerite

Pond
Mrs. Colby Kawson of Island
Mrs. Agues Penwas a recent guest of

fold.

Iva L.
Mrs. Koxie Mi Anile and Miss
McArdlespent two or three days visiting
friends in I anton last week.

Fred Wing of Waterville has
her
sj>eudiug a few days with
liaughter, Mrs. P. E. Hathaway.
All persons interested in Bible study
to meet
.nul Sunday School are invi'ed
next
Mrs
been

the Baptist church at
Friday at 4 P. M.
in

Norway

a
Mt. Pleasant Kebekah Lodge extend
to all those both
hearty vote of thanks
in
and out who assisted
in the lodge
success
making their Forest Carnival the
that it was.
recent
The Good Cheer Society by its
to all who
v ite desires to express thauks
a»«:sted in any way in connection with
the dining ho<>th managed by the society
at the county fair.

please

ready.

manager of Oxford

M. Davis,
County creamery, has been appointed
agent for the Sharpies Tubular Separator.
T.

will
<»ne or m >reof the hand separators
be placed in the creamery for exhibition
of its work to prospective buyers. See
adv. in another column.

Mrs. \V. W. Walker of Woodfords has
been at South Paris for several days,
called here by the illness of her father,
A. C. Jones. Mr. Jones, who had beeu
ill for a number of weeks, was getting so
but
as to be out a little in good weather,
suffered a relapse, and is now in a
serious condition.

Vesper services will be continued at
the Congregational church next Sunday
In addition to music by
at 4:30 o'clock.
the chorus, Mr. George Briggs will rentier a solo, and there will be a selection
serby a (|uartette. The subject of the
a
mon will be "Three Ways of Treatiug
>inner." Text, "Neither do I condemn
thee: go and sin no more." John 8:11
The Seneca Club was entertained last
evening by Miss Iva McArdle
and Mrs. H. A. Hilton at Mrs. Hilton's.
Paris was the city studied; there were
and Mrs. Stewart;
essays by Mrs. Gray
current events and pictures of Paris
refreshby the club members. Dainty decidedments were served and with the
it
ly artistic autumn leaf decorations
was a very
pretty affair. These meetenmore
ings of the Seneca* are proving
joyable and instructive each winter.

Monday

Look out for your pepper packages:
It isn't known whether the pure food
law had anything to do with this, but it
A few days
was a very peculiar thing.
since Mrs. Κ. N. Hall of this place had
emptied a package of pepper—just an
ordinary four-ounce paper package—aud
started to throw the paper in tha^tove,
when she discovered that there teemed
intu be something in the paper, and
silvestigating, she found a bright new
white
ver quarter wrapped in a piece of
paper, in the bottom of the package.
And it didn't advertise to be a prize

package.

used to recei ing all
proposition: at all
the Demores ched in
The
one received within a few day*..
those
article to be advertised is one c
so-called remedies which the gov· rnment
puts in the list of liquors, so t >at any
dealer selling it must ^>ay the United
It is
States tax as a retail liquor dealt r.
to be given the best position accorded
r.
The
any advertisement in the pap
amount of space used is that fc .· which
00. Τ ιβ offer
other advertisers pay
is Çô.UO net! And it doesn't coi .e from
Chicago either.

Newspapers

are

sorts of advertising
sorts of prices, but as far as
crat is concerned the limit is

Ilamlin Lodge, Κ of P., had a very
enjoyable affair Friday evening «t its annual roll call and ladies' night. The
of
supper was prepared by the I idies
the 6. A. K., and was served in Good
Cheer Hall. There were 142 >»ated at
the tables, and the excellent supper reAfter
ceived much favorable commen
the return to the lodge hall there was a
first-class entertainment, which included
singing by a male chorus and a mixed
quartette, piano solo by Miss Nellie
Jackson, a duet by Mrs. H. E. Wilson
and Miss Tolman, solos by Mist Tolman
and Miss Helen Barnes, readings by A.
selections by an
£. Morse, several
orchestra, an address by Rev. A. K.
Baldwin, and π marks by Rev. J. H.
Little. It was one of the best times yet.

"Unworked Joy Mines" was the suggestive title of the lecture given at the
Methodist church Tuesday evening in
the People's course, by Rev. C. A. Hayden, D. D., the well known pastor of the
Universalist church in Augusta. Dr.
Hayden is one who most emphatically

Mrs. William Ο. Frothingham was in
week, called
a few days last
there on account of the serious illness of
lier daughter, Miss Lena Leighton. On
Saturday she returned home, taking her
laughter to the hospital in Lewiston,
uni will return there the tirst of the
week. Miss Leighton has spent conliderable time in ^outh Paris, and has
nany frieuds here who will hope for her
■apid and complete recovery.
Alva Shurtleff, oue of the best known
■itizens of th* town, and a life-long resilent of Paris, passed his eighty-niuth
rirthday last Wednesday, the 24th.
Vithough not as robust and vigorous as
ie once was, Mr. Shurtleff is on the
treet uearly every day, goes to the office
to ordinary
or his mail, aud attends
luties. Mr. and Mrs. Shurtleff were
had sixtyhave
so
narried in IS41,
they
ive years of married life, a length of
ime accorded to very few.

Assembly,

Delightful

j

|
|

fall weather.
l)r. Thompson of Philadelphia is in
own to attend his trial of the Thompton-Cummings case in the S. J. court.
The first supper was given at Concert
ilall Tuesday evening by the ladies'cir:le. The entertainment that followed
The athe supper was excellent.
endance was unusually large and both
upper and entertainment were highly
ippreciated by all.
Seth W. Fife of Fryeburg was in town
he last of the week.
Arthur Sauboru is the new clerk at A.
*. Sanborn & Co.'s
clothing store. Roy
..ong has gone to Portland.
James Dunn has an excel'ent position
nth Cushman-IIollis Shoe Co., Auburn.
Horace Pike continues to gain. His
mprovement is marked and all feel that
He re·
ιβ is on the road to recovery.
eives some few callers and enjoys an
xcellent appetite while he is much en-

ouraged.

.1. H. Brooks, who has been in the
Irug business here for the past three
ears and a half, has sold his business to
•\ A. Shurtleff Λ Co., who will take
Hissession probably some time this week,
["he store will be kept open, and Charles
1 Howard of the shurtleff company will
iave charge of it, in Odd Fellows' Block,
vhere it has been for many years. Mr.
irooks is not yet certain what he will go j
uto, but has two or three busiuess op-1
>ortunities under consideration.

Mrs. Chas. H. Haskell has returned
rom a very pleasant visit with relatives
α Otistield where she formerly lived.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Starbird of
iouth Paris are in charge of the John M.
'umiuings boarding house in the rear
f Beat's Hotel. They are painting and
tapering the rooms and intend to have a
irst class boarding house. The location
s first class and their friends wish them
he best of success as they will deserve

Woman's]

Mr. B. Alexainler.
Mr. ha-. Κ Chase.
Mr. Frank B. Martin.
Thus. Gleason.
S. K.

full moon.
I. Ο. Ο. K.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Follows* Half, every Tuesday Evening.
WUdey Encampment, No. 31, meets In Odd
Fellows' lia 1, eecon I and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Kebekah Lodge,
No. S8, meets on tirst and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyce
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
No. 33, P. S., second
month. Lake
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. Λ. R.—Harry Rust Poet, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the flret Tuesday Evening
»feach month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, MonJay evening.
Ν. K. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets in
New G. A. R. Hall, on the tlrst and third Wednesday evenings of cach month.
O. U. A. M.—Norway aud South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

non'h.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
neets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
sach month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets in Ryerιοη hall, every Thursday evening, September to
day. tiret and third Thursday evenings. May to

j

|

Uavis, Postmaster.

the]

Lemuel Dunham, well known to
readers of the Democrat as its Greenwood correspondent, called at this office
He is.on a walking
M n i tv morning.
tour through Oxford County, and though
in his seventy-seventh year, will leave a
good many younger men by the wayside. De left his home in Greenwood
Friday and came to Norway, was in
South I'aris over Sunday with his former
townsman, John Beuuett, and goes from
here through Bucktield to his former

t.

Carrie Tucker returned from Brockton,
ilass., Tuesday. She attended the wedling of her sister, Agnes Tucker, to
eremlah Lawrence Brown, which took
■lace on Sunday, the 21at inst. Mr. and
1rs. Brown will reside in Brockton,
lass.
Mrs. Froeland Howe, Jr., was the Baron Beading Club's representative to the
>tate Federation of Women's Clubs at
Jangor.
Ada Boody of Jackson is the guest of
tirs. II. J. Bangs. She is one of the
lass of students who are taking music
essons of Howard Stevens of Portland.
Karl Lester Tower has returned from
ving's Hospital at Portland, where he
Dr.
vas operated upon for ?ppendic:tis.
ving returned with him and reported his
ondition as beiug goo<i and his recovery

apid.

Otis Jones, son of W. F. Jones, Esq.,
from a ten days' visit with
• as returned
lis people in Boston.
A food sale will be in order at the

TKKM, 1900.

Andrew P. Wiswell,

Whitman,
Charles 0. Barrows,
Charles F.

Justice Presidiug.
Clerk.

Stenographer.

Charles P. Barnes,
County Attorney.
Sheriff.
Bertrand G. Mclntlre,
Crier.
H. E. Hammond,
Messer.
Ralph I. Trask,
a.
Libra
Walter L. Gray,

The end of the October term of court,
the longest ever held in South Paris, is
not far off, the last case for the jury being now in progress. A short time will
see its completion, and the odds and ends
remaining will not take long.
It is not only the longest term held
during the eleven years since this court
house was built, but it has been one of
the busiest. With a large amount of accumulated work, and the ordinary business, civil and criminal, of the regular
term, there was much to do. It has
been turned off rapidly, Jndge Wiswell
keeping things moving all the time, and
allowing very little waiting time. The
result has been the transaction of a large
amount of business, both by trial and
otherwise, and a very satisfactory clearing up of the docket.
The case of Addie L. Virgin of Mexico
vs. The Prudential Insurance Co., which
was on trial Monday, went to the jury
about 3 p. m. In this trial the usual
order of closing was reversed, and the
defendant was allowed the closing argument. At the opening of the trial the
defendant's counsel had moved that the
defence be allowed to open and close the
case, but Judge Wiswell denied the
motion, stating that in all his practice
he had never known such a procedure
in this state. Later, howover, on citation of authorities by the defendant's
counsel, and in consideration of the fact
that the burden of proof in the only
question at issue rested absolutely upon
the defence, he allowed the defence to
close the case, and the arguments were
ably made, first by Hon. John P. Swasey
for the plaintiff, aud then by Hon.
Harry R. Virgin of Portland for the de-

ordered committed to the care of the
superintendent of the state inaane
asylum for observation.
The case of State vs. George W. Fernald, appellant, was heard by the court.
This was appealed from a trial justice
was
The complaint
court.
against
George W. Fernald, a well known Bethel
man, for practicing aa a veterinary
without being registered according to
the statute. County Attorney Barnes
appeared for the state, Wright A
Wheeler for Fernald. No evidence was
introduced, as there was no conflict of
testimony, but the attorneys after some
backing and Ailing succeeded in making
It apan agreed statement of the facts.
peared that Mr. Fernald, who was not

registered

« a

nam

court.

The next matter tried was the man-

where.

TIIOMS VS. FIFE.
case

J

j

tate
itatc
itate

:

Itate
itatc
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; itatc
j itate
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'tate
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Itate
! itate
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Rev. C. A. Brooks attended the Cenral District Evangelistic convention at
3etbel Tuesday.
Dr. F. X. Barker, John
Shepard,
foreman Leavitt of the children's deand E.
shoe
the
at
factory,
partment
\llen report an excellent outing at their

[Jmbagog camps.
The Norway Federation

of Women's

engageMme. Scalar, recently begun
in grand opera at Coveut Garden,
rather
certain
under
She
London.
sang
difficult conditions, and felt that trepidatioo which almost every one would experience under the saine circumstances.
The extent of the information receivod
by her parents since was a cablegram
which came immediately after her apau

ment

pearance, saying simply, "Unbounded

success." Last week's Musical America
contains this further dispatch from London regarding the natter: "The chief
feature of the performance of 'Aida' at
Cuvent Garden, this week, was the apMine.
pearance of the American soprano,
Scarlar. in the title part. Her success
She proved herself
was instantaneous.
an opera singer of the highest rank, and,
exhibited rare
same time,
the
at
histrionic ability. Uer voice is rich and
powerful, and she sings with ease and
tluency. The critics recorded her work
in enthusiastic terms. The performance
ranks among Covent Garden's best."
Mme. Scalar's many friends are delighted to learn of this latest addition to
wish has
her series of successes. A
often been expressed here that she might
be engaged as one of the artists of the
Maine festival, as she has so many personal friends, not only in this vicinity
but in other parts of the state.
After about six weeks in London
Mme. Scalar goes to Nice to fill a winter's engagement.

Paris School Notes.

of the school committee there
will be a vacation of one week at the
close of the present term. It is thought
probable that conditions will be more
favorable for pupils to attend a winter
One week for
term if it begins early.
vacation will be takeu at Christmas. In
many town· of Maine there is an objection to the loss of so much time from
work during our brief terms. It

By vote

regular

is considered a reasonable request that
all citizens and teachers work for better

schools.
at

hostelry.

S. W—Herbert F. Andrew·.
J W —Eilwrln H. Allen.
l.ee M. Smith.
Treae
Sec.—Howar<l D. Smith.
S. I>.—Alvlnzle L. Proctor.
J. D.—John C. Shcpani.
S. S.—Walter F. Tubb«.
J. S.—Thorn 4* M. Cou I ton.
Chaplain—Albert J. Stearne.
Marshal—Eugene C. Smith.
» »r«fanlst—Harry P. Jonea.
Tyler—Thatlileue Croë»
Finance Committee— E. F. Smith, C. F.
A. J. Steam#.

that

wMnh

—

Rltllon,

The society's trustees have placed a new
piano in the lodge room. It was said by
those who tried it Friday evening to be
a lust-class instrument.
John Hayes, formerly of the Norway
Bakery, will start for Coleville, Washington, Wednesday morning in company with a friend from Bolster's Mills.
He has not made up his mind to go into
business there but will spend some time
in Washington and California and return
to Maine when he pleases.

he

had

xrnrA

25 52
G2 20
225 31
35 00
22 09
115 00
71 70
2812
115 60
133 53
212 05
124 28
109 33
53 87
110 00

Jonltus
Tucker
Tucker
Benson

Rartlett,
Fortler,
Fortler

DeCoster

Drlscoll
Vallce A Bowers,
Vallce Λ Bowers,

Stone
Stone
Stone

Wlekont,
vs.

Philip

West

Uena M. Newton vs. Fred G. Newton, duel
abusive treatment.
Stearns.
Harlow.
Viola A. Damon vs. Bradley F. Damon. Nonminor
child
1 iupport.
given to the
Custody of
notner.

, mil

After the evidence was in, Judge Wiswell ruled that as the service of the citation to appear before the disclosure
commissioner was not according to the
statute, the further proceedings were
illegal, including the arrest and imprisonment of Smith; that Dr. Stevens
was liable, whether be was aware of the
acts or not, because they were the acts
of his attorney; and the only question to
be argued was that of damages. The
case was accordingly argued and the
jury was instructed on that point, and
the jury fixed the damages at $75.00.
Purington and Swasey for plaintiff:
Wright & Wheeler for defendant.

Wednesday afternoon Charles Kennedy
pleaded guilty to an indictment for
adultery, and was sentenced to three
months in jail. The indictment was
found some two years since, but KenSTARVING TO DEATH.
had not been apprehended until
Because her stomach was so weakened nedy
shortly before this term of court.
by usoless drugging that she could not
C. A. Vallee and Edmund R. Bowers
eat, Mrs. Mary H. Walters, of St. Clair of Kumford Falls pleaded guilty on two
was
literally starving
St., Columbus, O.,
matters continued from the preShe writes: "My stomach was liquor
to death.
ceding term. On the nuisance case they
so weak from useless drugs that I could
were fined 150 each and costs of $33.50.
not eat, and my nerves so wrecked that
On the search and seizure case they were
I could not sleep; and not before I was
fined $100 each and costs of $12.05.
given up to die was I induced to try
a total of $345.55.
Electric Bitters; with the wonderful re- They paid
Thursday afternoon numerous matters
sult that improvement began at once,
of criminal business wore cleaned up.
and a complete cure followed." Bost
Frank P. Stone of Norway, against
health Tonic on earth. 50c. Guaranteed
whom three liquor indictments were
A
Shurtleff
A.
F.
Co.,
druggists.
by
found at the March term of court, appeared in court, and waiving the readof
Governor
The new steamer.
Cobb,
ing of the indictments, a plea of guilty
inhas
the Eastern Steamship Co.,
gone
Hon. A. S.
was entered in them all.
first
the
as
Boston
at
to commission
Kimball, speaking in his behalf, and
American built turbine steamer afloat. Mr. Stone himself in answer to questions
The Governor Cobb is the first of the by the court, stated that he was out of
new ships of the fleet planned by Charles the
liquor business, and had no intenW. Morse. The Governor Cobb is to ply tion or purpose to engage in it any furB.
Ν.
between Boston and St. John,
ther. The court then impotmd fines as
The Governor Cobb is 805 feet over aU, follows: In a case of single sale, $50
a
and
feet
of
34
1-2
has a beam
draught fine and $3.87 costs; on the indictment
of 14 feet. On her trial trip last week as common seller, $100 fine and $9.33
the Governor Cobb exceeded her con- costs; and on the nuisance indictment,
tract speed of 17 knot* with bnt five ol $100 fine and $23.81 costs. A total of
her boilers working.
$287.46 was paid in the three cases, and
the respondent was discharged.
The next case taken up wu that of
THE BREATH OF LIFE.
and entering
It's a significant fact that the strong- an indictment for breaking
the respondents being four
est animal of it* size, the gorilla, alec and larceny,
to twenty years of age,
has the largest lungs. Powerful lungi boys of eighteen
made a break at Rolfe's store in
means powerful creatures. How to keej who
Falls last August. The boys
the breathing organs right should b< Kumford
man's chiefest study. Like thousandi are Desire Langevin, Roche Monchamp,
Labelle. Mr.
of others, Mrs. Ora A. Stephens of Port ; Albert Plant, and Henry
Mr. McCarthy appeared for
Williams, O., bas learned how to do this Stearns andOn
representations made to
She writes: "Three bottles of Dr. King'i the boys.
nol prosNew Discovery stopped my cough of tw the court, the oounty attorney
sed the charge of breaking and entering,
years and cured mo of what my friendi
the charge as simply larceny,
thought consumption. O, it's grand foi leaving
Roche
throat and lung tioublee." Guaranteed I and the boys pleaded guilty.
waa allowed to go, and the
Monchamp
Shurtleff
ά
V.
A.
Co.,
druggists
by
case against him was oontiuuod, as It
Prioe 50c. and $1. Trial bottle free.

Hastings.
Laura B. Messenger va. Ernest H. Messenger.
Desertion. Name of libelant changed to Laura

B. Albra.
Smith.
Luella M. Knight vs. Wellington Knight. De
sertlon.
Smith.
Dalste M. Marshall vs. Frank M. Marshall.

Adultery.
Harlow.
Swasey.
Melville A. Delaware vs. Annie Delaware.
treatment.
Cruel and abusive
Swasey.
Bertha M. Spinney vs. Joseph L. Spinney.
Desertion.
II. H. Hastings.
Stewart Smith vs. Bertha Smith. Desertion.
H. II. Hastings.
Jesse E. Thomas vs. Elizabeth E. Thomas,
alias Lizzie K. Thomas. Desertion.
Smith.

THOMPSON

VS. CUMMINGS.

Friday afternoon, all other jury business for the term having been disposed
of, work was begun on the case of Albert
Thompson vs. Stephen B. Cummings et
This case was unavoidably conals.
tinued from last term, when both parties
desired to try it, and it looked at various
times during this terra as if it was going
to be put over again, but it was finally
possible to open it, although the plaintiff could not get here until after the
trial was begun.
The plaintiff in this action is Dr. Al-

ABBOTT BROS.,
North Parie.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS.

MELVIN DOUGLASS, late of Porter, deceased ; petition for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by Josephine Douglass,
administratrix

Found.

HORACE N. BOLSTER, late of Paris, deceased; petition for an allowance out of personal
estate presented by Angle W. Bolster, widow.
OLIVER A. ROBRINS, minor, of Woodstock;

NeckThe new things are coming in pretty lively these days—New
white, marked with black,
or regular styles),
Owner can have him
Sweaters
Gloves
(coat
New
New Shirts,
petition for license to sell and convey real estate wear,
man needs.
by proving property. Call at
presented by Irwin W. Bobbins, guardian.
Underwear and everything in Haberdashery that a
Hosiery,
CHARLES A. ALLEN'S,
HENRY M. BEARCR, late of Norway, debe apSouth Paris, Me. ceased: petition that Everett If. Klcknell
Park Street,
of Slrvllla A. Bennett,
In
Λ

no

dog,

collar

on.

NOTICE.

Id the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
LOUIS AESIKOFF.
of Kumford, Bankrupt. )
the
To the creditors of Louis Aesikoff In
:
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
of
day
the
27th
on
that
Notice Is hereby given
Louli Aesikoff
Oct., A. D. 1906, the said
that the
and
was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
at the
flrst meeting of his creditors will be held
South
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square,
at
D.
A.
1906,
Parts, on the 14th day of Nov.,
the
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time
claims,
their
said creditors may attend, prove
and
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact euch other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 29.1906.
WALTBB L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

DON'T
SWEAR !
at your fountain pen if it
sweat» and blots and
DON'T
goes by jerks.
"KICK" if you
dirty
your hands when filling
mediit with that old
cine dropper. Get

The Crocker
Fountain Pen

day

A. 11.

A.I. BROWN,

FOB

No unclean
needed.

§ALE.

showing the latest of everything

1831

Come in and learn WHY

are

constantly winning

squirt

GUARANTEED
UNCONDITIONALLY.
Trices 12.50,

«3.50, «4.50,

#5.50.

the
Every department written by spécialiste,
highest authorities In their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

FOR SALE BY

Jolin Pierce,
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

INDISPENSABLE TO

Bankrupt's

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

Petition for Discharge.

of
)
LORING H. ROBERTS, } In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Halk, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine :
II. ROBERTS, of Rumford Falls, In
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
on
In said District, respectfully represents, that
the 2Stli day of Oct., last past, he was duly
of Congresa
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts
duly sur
relating to bankruptcy; that ho has
rendered all his property and rl«rhts of property,
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he m»y be decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
debts provable against hie estate under said
are exas
debts
bankruptcy Acts, except such
cepted l>y law from such discharge.
1906.
D.
A.
Dated this 8th day of Oct.,
LORING Η. ROBERTS, Bankrupt.
In the matter

WHO WISH TO

KEEP VP WITH THE TIHES.

SlmgU Subscription, $1.60;
Two Satecrlptlons, $2.60 ;
Fire Subscriptions, $6.60.

IORING

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BAISERS OF LABGEB CLUBS.
Four Months? Trial Trip 50 cents.

SPECIMEN COPIES

will be mailed free on request. It will pay anyto
body interested In any way In country life
■end for them. Address the publishers :

LUTHER TUCKER A SON,

Albany, Ν. Y.
Subscription- taken at this office.
NOTICE.

*

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
SASCY B. EMERY, late of Buckflold.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demand» against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, m.
On this 13th day of Oct., A. D. 1906, on read
log the foregoing petition, It Is
hail
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be
of Nov., A. D
upon the name on the 2nd day

llfoe,

before said Court at

l'ortfand,

In said i»ls

BEST YET!
truthfully

!

ed for the week.

Monday morning Mr. Barnea

for the defenoe.

opene<

The contention of tin

AN ELEGANT LINE
of all kinds for all ages and conditions. If you
will call and see us you will be convinced that
if you buy your Footwear
you can save money
Also

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES.
PLEASE CALL AND SEE US.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company
to

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Smiley Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

BUSINESS COLLEGER
in
^

thestai
euuipued school of butines· training combine
of Maine. To all graduates of the
courac we guarantee a poaition or refum
one-half of the tultlen money. Find employ
ment by which students can pay board while ai
tending school. Send for illustrated catalogui
BUSS BUSINESS COLLEGE. Uwbto* ft

never

moment

a

fixings.

behind in

old customers and

our

F. H. NOYES CO.,
Norway.

(2 Stores, )

South Paris,

W.L.DÎ>UGLAS
35Q
"nion*

YOU DON'T
MEED TO PAY
HIGH PRICE*
FOR SHOES
AMY LONGER.

\J· —

ADE

SHOES
FOR MEN

W. L Douglas $J.50
shoes have a world-wide
reputation. For over 29
year· they have been sold
every country on the
r in
globe, and have continually
proven their excellent style,
easy fitting and superior wearing

qualities.

Millions of people
have come to know
by actual experience
that they represent
greater Intrinsic
value than any
other shoe on

There's no need to.

one.

is

new ones.

gun

It sells itself and every
purchaser is a satisfied

new

always hold

we

YOU DON'T BLOW IT
TO SELL IT

ΤΠΧ

Successors

in men's

Blow a little water in
and out.

Lesdiic Agricultural Journal of tie Worn

of us.

Haberdashery Department

You Blow It to Clean It

Tlit ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,
AXD ÀDHÏTTXDLT

our

You Blow It to Empty It
Change the inks at any
time.

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

and

"You Blow It to Fill It"

of Real
300 farms and all kinds
Estate.
Inquire of Hazen's Farm
and Real Estate Agency, Oxford,
Maine.

THE

eye for every-

an

thing that's

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PA UK, Register.

A true

Augusta, Oct. 25, 1906.
the
Notice Is hereby given thit a Petition for
In
Pardon of EPHUAIM OILMAN, a convict
of
the State Prison under sentence for the crime
and
Governor
the
before
murder Is now pending
Council, and η hearing thereon will be granted
ThursIn the Council Chamber at Augusta, on
of Noveml>er, next, at 10o'clock,
the 13th
day

We have

place
pointed trustee
late trustee, deceased, presented by Moses P.
•Stiles et al. Parish Committee of the First Universalis! Parish of Norway.

Agents Wanted.

Lake, the sise of the streams ran
ning into it, and the amount of watei
which they deliver. There was also ι
very thorough cross-examination of th<
witnesses regarding the conditions at th<
dams at the two outlets of the lake, thi
height of the water under certain con
ditlons, eto.
The plaintiff's side of the case occu
pied the time from the opening of th<
Friday afternoon seMion until ί o'clocl
Saturday afternoon, when court adjourn

STORES

BLUE

the market.

W.

L.

Douglas guarantees
their value by stamping his name and the
price on the bottom.
The purchaser of W. L.
Douglas $3.50 shoes
as
knows in advance that such shoes are exactly
represented. They are made of the best selected
materials by contented and well paid workmen,
who take pride in their work and are glad to
make the shoes Just as good as they know
—

£

how to make them.
In addition to the Infinite care which attends
is a system
every detail of the making, there
of Inspection which makes it impossible for
factory. If
imperfect shoes to get out of the
best shoes obtainyou really want the very
able—select W. L. Douglas $3.50 shoes the
next time you buy.

Ftti Ctlor
yiltttwll!
Hot tit

Ή

traug.

SOLD BY

J. F. PLUMMER,
Clothier and Furnisher,

Square,

31 Market
P.

Telephone 106-3.

South Paris, Me.
F.

snCRTLEFF & CO.

▲.

We have

just received

a new

A.

8MTBTLBFF

*

CO.

stock of.

Hot Water Bottles.

„„

wasaee

what

Norway, Maine,

ANDREW J. MILLS, late of Norway,

thai
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and Dem
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
and
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said District,
li
that all known creditors, and other perton·
and place
Interest, may appear nt the said time
th<
have,
why
If
they
cause,
any
show
and
not be granted
prayer of said petitioner shouldthe
Court, that th<
A nd H Is further Ordered by
creditor!
known
all
to
Clerk shall send by mall
addresae·
this
and
order,
said
of
petition
copies
he
stated.
as
that
notice
residence
of
village.
Tbo subscriber hereby gives
to them at their place·
The defendants are four brothers, who has beer duly appointed administrator of the
Witness the lion. Clakence Hale, Judgi
Port
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at
under the firm name of C. B. Cummings estate of
IRA PAINE, late of Canton,
In said District, on the 13th day of Oct.
land,
Λ Sons conduct a large business along In ttie County of Oxford, deceased, and given A. D. 1906.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
several lines in the town of Norway.
bond* at the law directs. All persons having
[l. β.]
estate of said deceased are
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
This action is brought to recover demands against the
and
for
settlement,
same
Aftest:-JAME8 E. HEWEY, Clerk.
desired to present the
damages for injury caused the plaintiff, all Indebted thereto are requested to make payand
of
1904
summers
by
1905,
the
ment Immediately.
during
JOHN B. TRASK.
logs belonging to the defendants and Oct. 16th, 19Πβ.
later sawed by them at their mill near
NOTICE.
Crockett Bridge, which obstructed the
The Massachusetts Mutual Accidenl
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
channel of the outlet of the lake so that
offers an excellent opportu
executor of the last Association
been
has
appointed
duly
it was impossible for the plaintiff to get will ami testament of
to engage in a lucrative business
uity
boat
JOSEPHINE TIIOMES, late of Buckfleld,
through from bis cottage to his
helpful but not necessary ir
persons Experience
house at the village, with either power In the County of Oxford, deceased. All
date accident and health insur
the estate of said de- an up to
demands
against
having
the
row
boat or
boat, during practically
ceased are desired to present the same for settle- ance. For particulars address
whole of his stay in Norway in the sea- ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
C. M. DA ICY, General Agent,
make payment immediately.
son of 1905.
214 Main St., Lewieton, Me.
C.THOMES.
RANDOLPH
1906.
Oct.
l«h,
The case attracts a large attendance,
especially of Norway people, as while
the actual amount involved in it is small,
the outcome of it is a determination of
the respective rights of the boat owners
and log owners in the stream in question.
of FootThere is quite an array of counsel in
We can
say that our fall line
the case, Kimball Λ Son of Norway and
We
surely have
wear is the BEST YET.
Swasey appearing for the plaintiff, and
Barnes of Norway and Judge Foster for

obstruction of the obannel by defendants'
logs at several periods during April
July and August, 1906, so that it wai
impossible to get through the channe
with a boat. Another Une of inquiry
with other witnesses, was as to the ex·
tent of the basin draining into Pennessee

They are just

from last year, in all sizes from 2 to 14 years.
you want for the school children.

...

bert Thompson, a former resident of
Norway, and now a summer resident
there, who gives his present residence as
Stark, Ν. H., but who formerly lived in
Philadelphia. He is a man of wealth,
and owns a fine cottage on an island in
Pennesseewassee Lake above Norway psymcnt Immediately.
HOWARD EMERY.
Oct. 16th, 1906.
village, and a boat house on the bank of
the outlet, a short distance above the
NOTICE.

the defendants.
At the first term after the action was
entered, R. B. Stratton of Rumford Falls
was appointed surveyor by the court,
and the extensive survey necessary was
made during the time of very low water
late in the fall of 1905. Mr. Stratton
was the first witness in the case, and
considerable time was occupied by hii
explanation of the large plans which be
bad prepared of the premises, and the
great variety of measurements made.
Following Ur. Stratton, a number ol
Norway people, some of whom own cottages on the lake, testified regarding the

S
S
Ε
S

with braid,
Brown, blue aod red twills, sailor style, trimmed
$2.50
very pretty,
soutache
with
braid,
trimmed
Blue wool cheviot, sailor style,
94.50
silk embroidered emblems, red silk tie, plaited skirt,
others markOuting Flannel, 1-4 yard fancy yoke, 25c. Many
over
ed down to 70c., 08c., 91.19, 91.49, 91.75, that were carried

ceased; Dual account presented for allowance by
K. Smith, trustee.
Came into the enclosure of the Eugene
A. MVRSTON, late of Hartford,
MARTHA
subscribers about Oct. 18, one red decease<i ; first and final account presented for
and white heifer about two years old. allowance by Jobn C. Marston, administrator.
ABIGAIL WEBSTER, ward, of Sumner, deOwner can have same by proving
ceased ; xecond account presented for allowance
by W. Ε Doble, guardian.
property and paying charges.

1

Brldgham.

Ε

plaited skirt,

published

Deputy Secretary of State.

Minnie K. Phllbrook vs. Edward P. Phllbrook.
Desertion.
Ilcrrlck & Park.
Marv E. St.indlsb vs. Charles B. Standlsh.
lIUh Charles It Stanley. Adultery.
Barnes
Fannie B. l'reacott vs. Eugcne F. Prcscott.
Desertion.
Wright A Wheeler.
.Tcnnlc D. Lurvey vs. Fred T. Lnrvey. Cruel
lud abusive treatment. Custody of minor child
;lvtn to the mother.
derrick A Park.
Wright A Wheeler.
Ada E. Elwell vs. L. Eugene Elwell. Gross
ind confirmed habit * of Intoxication.
Wright A Wheeler.
Γ. Margaret Keene vs. Nathaniel L. Kcene.
J rue I and abusive treatment.
Foster.
Fred C. Alexander vs. Georgte N. Alexander.
Adultery. Custody of minor child given to the
Tath r.

R

throughout,

all person· Idteretted In either of the Eatatei
hereinafter named :

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

J

D

Red and blue cashmere, 0 to 12 years, yoke piped with velvet,
lined
trimmed with fancy braid and buttons, plaited skirt,
91.88

At s Probate Court, held at Parla, In anc
for tho County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday oi
Oct., In the year of oar Lord one thousand
nice hundred and six. The following mattei
having been presented for the action tnereupot
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Okdxbkd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
tx
te rested, by causing a copy of this order to
three weeks successively In the Ox
Soutt
at
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Parla, In said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on th<
third Tuesday of November, ▲. D. 1906, at (
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there

STATE OF IQAINE.

150 00

price

11.98

To

Strayea.

$1,*6U 33

Divorces have sd far been decrced as

made tbe threats

FlTKTIIER CRIMINAL BUSINESS.

ν».
vs.
vs.
vs.
ve.
vs.
vs.
vs.
va.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

l ollows:

practicing physician

never
ar CTaH

J

DIVORCES.

who also runs a store in Oxford village.
It seems that in the early part of the
suit
year li>04 Dr. Stevens brought
: against Smith, and in a trial before a
a
small
justice secured a judgment for
As Smith had no property on
sum.
which to levy, he was cited to appear
before a disclosure commissioner, and
the commissioner who was selected was
Seth W. Fife of Fryeburg. The citation
appears to have been defective in itself,
and it was not properly served, in that
it was left at Smith's house instead of
being served on him in person. Smith
consulted counsel and did not go to
:

s

«1,716 33 I

SMITH VS. STEVENS.

being

—

] Defaulted ball State

The case of Lewis T. Smith vs. Orin
was an action for false imprison,'ongregational church on Friday even- Stevens The
ment.
parties live in Oxford, the
ng, Nov. 2d, by tbe ladies of the so-

:iety.

-If

uiovuai^vu.

|

; itatc

|

a

nao

Friday morning Mrs. Annie Siddall of
Rutnford Falls was placed on trial on a
liquor nuisance indictment. Mrs. Siddall is ψβ proprietor of the Siddall
building or Siddall Block on Canal Street
in Kumford Falls, and had once before
during this term been tried, jointly with
two men, on a nuisance charge. At that
trial Judge Wiswell instructed the jury
to return a verdict of not guilty as to
Mrs. Siddall, and the two men were convicted. At Friday's trial the evidence
was quite similar in character to that at
[lie other trial, and after hearing it
Judge Wiswell instructed the jury to
iud lier not guilty.
This wound up the criminal business
for this term. A large amount of it bad
jeen disposed of, not only that
ng at this term, but considerable which
same forward from the preceding and
>ther terms.
A total of $1,710.33 has been paid ino the county treasury during this term, :
The
η fines, costs and defaulted bail.
everai items are as follows:
75
122
$
State νβ. 1,leman

; itate

|

j defendant

to

originat-1

slaughter case. State vs. Henry L. Harrington, a report of which is given elso-

Frank
\V. Thorns vs. Seth W. Fife was tried.
This was the steenth—to be exact, the
third—horse trade case tried during this
term. According to the story of tbe
plaintiff, who is a stable keeper, he sold
a horse to Fife on the 12th of October,
15)05. with the understanding that he
should keep the animal until the Sun·
day following. The price agreed upon
was $120.
On Sunday Mr. Fife, who conducts a
eeed business in Fryeburg, got the
horse, and the next morning the horse
was harnessed into tho cart, and a driver
started off delivering seeds. On Wednesday the horse was returned to Mr.
Thorns' stable and left there, and has
ever since remained there, kept bv Mr.
Thorns, as he says, for Mr. Fife, and has
was
not been harnessed. The suit
brought for the price of the horse, no
part of which has ever been paid.
The defence is that tho horse was
represented as being sound and all right,
but that he had the heaves. Further,
that the trade was made on Sunday, and
was therefore made void by returning
the horse.
that the horse when
; The plaintiff says
returned to Thorns' stable on Wednesthe
delivery, was sufferj day following
ing from lung fever, from which he
afterwards recovered, but that he did
;
and never had the heaves.
; not have
I There was some divergence of testi! mony regarding the details of the trade.
Wright A· Wheeler for plaintiff; Swasey for defendant.
Verdict for defendant.

veterinary, had applied

reasonable that you
all
you can get them

so

are

and
Blue, brown, wine mixtures, in sizes β to 12 years, yoke
tab· of plain material, trimmed with soutache braid aod brass
91.50
button·, plaited skirt, lined throughout,
of
plain
12
β
to
yoke
blue
years,
mixture**,
Red, wine aod
material, trimmed with braid, velvet and buttons, plaited skirt,

PBOBATE NOTICES.

In Hebron, Oct. 23, by A. M. Blchardson, E»q.,
Mr. Charles 8. Rowe and Miss Cora B. Qarney,
both of Hebron.
Jn West Paris, Oct. S3, by Dr. Ο. K. Yates,
Esq., Mr. Leonard A. Cbesley and Mrs. Etta B.
Goes, both of West Paris.
In Upton, Oct. 20, by H. I. Abbott, Esq., Mr.
Blon Sanborn and Miss Rose Day.
In Hartford, Oct. 22, by Bev. Β. H. Tllton. Mr.
Wilbur Brlgge and Miss Emma West, both of

for the

made.

Aching, Sweating,
aample of Γοοτ-Εαβκ Sahitabt some of them chronic cases, that thej
Corn-Pad, a new Invention. Address, AUen 8. give an absolute guarantee to care oi
Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
out
money will be refunded with every
fit they sell. The complete Hyomei out
Bora.
fit costs bat $1, while extra bottles oi
Hyomei if needed are but 50 cents.
In 800th Parla, Oct. 37, to Use wife of Henry
H. Walton, twin daughters.

Married.

They

Ju»t think of it !
can't buy the material

FBKK.also

_

It will be recallod that tbe question at
issue was whether Benjamin F. Virgin,
Jr.. of Mexico, committed suicide, the
policy on which this suit was brought
being void by its terms if such was the
fact. The jury was out about an hour,
and rcturnod a verdict for the plaintiff,
$1125.33. The c^se goes to the law

Following the manslaughter
Wednesday forenoon, the case of

as a

Children's Dresses

the tuberculin test
cows, under oral Hartford.
instructions from the cattle commissioners. The hearing was brief, and
on If they see cause.
Died.
Judge Wiswell ruled that the applicaOLIVE TBUMBULL, late of Denmark, de
tion of the tuberculin test in the manand petition for probate thereol
In Waterford, Oct. 21, Mrs. Sarah E. 8eavey, ceased; will
ner described, while if done independby Harry K. Dunn, the executoi
presented
93 years.
age<l
named.
therein
ently of any authority would have been In Sonth Parle, Oct. 28, Mrs. Susan, wife of
the practice of veterinary medicine, was Samuel Richards, aged «5 years.
CANDICE UOUKK3, late of Huckfleld, de
In Hartford, Oct. 21. C. C. Fletcher.
ceased ; petition for license to sell and convey
not such within the meaning of the
In Canton, Oct 29, Mrs. Emily H. Wright.
real estate presented by Ellen W. Stetson, ail
statute when done under the direction of
mmiBirain*.
the cattle commissioners, and Mr. Ferde-

?lubs will hold their annual meeting at
A. R. Hall Wednesday afternoon,
Sov. Tth, at 2 p. M.
home in Ilartford.
I)r. Harry Xevers has decided to locate
Mrs. Samuel Richards, wife of the well
in Lawrence, Mass.
died
and
very
known jeweler
opticiau,
Moses P. Stiles has put a bath room
suddenly Friday night from heart fail- into his residence on Cottage Street. It Fryeburg. Thereupon a capias was
reafter
having
10
about
o'clock,
he was
ure,
will be remembered that he purchased issued, and on the Oth of April
tired for the night. She had not been
arrested and taken to jail at Paris, and
Che Gen. Geo L. Beal place.
unin robust health for the past two jears,
Landlord Woodman has built a fence there locked in for a few hours,
ami had had one serious illness, but was j icroes the
from Cottage Street til ordered released by Dr. Stevens'
driveway
not considered to bo in a dangerous conlater in the day.
to the John M. Cummings livery stable. attorney, Mr. Ilazen,
dition, and had been about the house as This was on the hotel property and not It is also alleged that the action against
name
maiden
Mrs. Richards'
usual.
Smith was malicious, as was shown in
à way by right.
was the
She
him to apwas Susan Dearborn.
James Uasey of the toy shop at South the first instance by citing
of
Dearborn
Bridgdaughter of Edmund
Paris was before the municipal court pear at Fryeburg, a long dietanc^away,
Besidee
1S40.
June
was
born
2,
ton, and
His sen- when there were disclosure commischarged with intoxication.
her husband, she leaves three children, tence was to
within six miles, and also by
pay a fine of fj and costs, in sioners
is
Miss Flora M. Richards, Wilson L. Rich»ll $11.00. He settled and was dis- certain threats which Dr. Stevens
ards, and Miss Susan Almira Richards, charged.
to have made.
charged
all of this place. Funeral at 2 P. m.
The defence is that from the time the
D. I). G. M. Arthur Ε. Forbes of the |
Monday.
16th Maeonic District, assisted by Grand judgment was obtained in the trial jusbeen
Marahal C. Ε McArdle, both of Paris, tice court until after Smith had
Mme. Scaler's Success in London.
installed the following officers of Oxford locked in jail, Dr. Stevens had no
Miss Miu ue A. Plum mer, daughter of Lodge, No. 18, F. and Α. Μ
Friday knowledge whatever of the procedureit
that was had in the matter, having left
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Plummer of South evening:
world
as
entirely to his attorney, Mr. Hazen, and
Paris, known in the musical
W. M—Harry R. Farrls.

The best part of the great convention
Lewiston seemed to be the splendid
exhibits of work done in several city
schools. Our teachers gained valuable
hints.
Prof. John Tyler of Amherst College
said the small children ought to play
He was
believes that life should be full of joy, more in order to grow strong.
and if any criticism were to bo made ol wise enough to add that older people
be
it
is
that
his able and earnest lecture,
need tu play more and keep happy.
devoted too much time tu enforcing that
The High School would like some
out
to
not
and
po iting
enough
truth,
philanthropist to give Î500 for apparatus
the unworked mines. Still, numerous in physics.
It would also be a great
sources of joy, from laughter to religion, benefit if our boy· could have manual
were presented, either by direct refer training.
ence or by implication, which might adc
Howakd A. Cuffoku,
much more than they do tr the sum
Superintendent of School·.
total of your happiness, and tbe lectun
hit
The
not
but
was une which could
Phillips Hotel reoentlv destroyed
inspire
hearers to more joyousness, ana maki ι by fir· «111 be replaced with a 112,000

111· look brighter and happier.

Rldeout, I'artor. Preaching service Sunday,
10:30 A.M.; Sabbath School. 13:00 M.; Y. P. 8.
C. E„ Sunday Evening, β:30 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7«<X> P. M. ; regular weekly Prater Meeting,

:venlng.
U. Ο. P. K.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
tecond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

Bangor

The annual meeting of the
Mrs. George O. Chase has returned •lorne Missionary Society of the Maine
a stay of , :<>ufeience will be held in the Methodist
tr tu Lewiston hospital, after
her
Lurch next Saturday aud Suuday. There
ah ut seven weeks, to the home of
Fran\ W. Nottage. She vill be a business session Saturday upon
u uurhter, Mrs.
he arrival of the morning train, and exis gaining slowly.
to all
ircises at 2 r. m. and Τ:·>0 p. M
Pleas-.1
Mt.
of
rehearsal
There will be a
>f which the public are cordially invited.
of
evening
this)'* >a Sunday morning an address will be
ant degree team Friday
it f
week at 7:·10 sharp and it i* hoped th
Mrs. M. Libby Allen of Iowa.
is ; I ;iven by
all members will be present :is there
p. m there will be a young people's
work for the uext meeting.
ally and at 7 P. μ excellent addresses
Kev. H. A. Clifford will deliver his ] >y out-of-town speakers.
the
to
leeture. 44A Ramble in Europe,"
Advertised letters iu South Paris poet
Grange at Turner Center next Saturday
>ffice Oct. 29, I'.hk):
aud
members
300
over
This Grange has
Mr. ao<l Mr··. -losle L. Wittianj.
has a printed programme for the year.
M Us Uarrtet Shaw
Mr-. Krcl Stone.
The Epwortb League will give A reMm. Anna K. Kager.
in
the
league
the
Mrto
Norway
Percy Guwer.
ception
Mr». Loutre F. Gower.
Methodist vestry next Thursday evening.
Mrs.
Mary Hani.
All members plan to go even in a storm
Mrs. Annie Cruier.
\. A. Crozer.
so
have your rubbers aud umbrellas

B. 8.

Tuesday

"l'ulver^allat
M

Second Congregational Church,

Rev.

RTATKl) MEKTINOR.
Cheer supper and entertainment of the
F. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
season.
It will be an evening of enjoyIn
No. Id,
Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
ment for all who attend.
before full moon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
Annual meeting of the Good Cheer before full moon. Oxford Council, EL ft 8. M.,
Society Wednesday afternoon. Election Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
after
of uthcers and transaction of other im- No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening

All the members of the Good Cheer
who are included in the third or last
division are requested to
Church, liev. J. H. Little, Pastor alphabetical
at 10:45 Α. M. meet with Mrs. Georgia Thayer Tuesday
Sun.lay
every
service
hlng
Pre*·,
Jt.
Evening service, 7 afternoon of this week.
Suιι·lay school at 12
Ρ

OCTOBER

CHURCHES.

Business meeting of the Universaliat
Tuesday evening.
Oct. 29, at
Davie,
Unlversallst Church, Rev. S. β.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 JO
7:30, at the church.
▲. M. Sabbath School, 13IX); T. P.C. U. meetJohn Bennett and daughter, Mrs. ing. 7.-00 P. M.
lfethoClst Church, Rev. C- ▲. Brooke, Paetor.
Hiram Porter, visited the Bennett cemePreaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
12.-OU M.; Social Kvenlng Meeting, Iw P.M.,
tery in Greeuwood Saturday, the 27th.
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
The Ladies of the 6. A. R. desire to prayer
Kpworth League, Sunday
rrtday evening.
who
friends
the
G :00 P. M.
thanks
to
their
evening,
express
Baptlrti Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
ho kindly assisted in providing the K. P.
Preaching service, lo.30 A. M.; Sabbith School,
banquet.
13.Ό0Μ.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
is the first Good M., Wednesday evening, 7:3o.
Next week

parish this Monday evening,

UKANU TBCNE RAILWAY.

train*

vestry.

appeared that he did not actually par- {defence U in brief that the stream in HARMFUL STOMACH DOSING
ticipate In the break. The attorney· question is not in its natural state a
■poke In behalf of the other boya, and j navigable or floatable stream, but that it
UBEI
after hearing the matter, Judge Wlswell j Is only made so artiflcally by the erec- NO NEED OF IT WHEN HTOMEI IB
TO CDBE CATARKH.
Imposed a sentence of three month· In tion of tbe dam at the village, and is
therefore not a highway for the public;
jail at Auburn.
Do not try to care catarrh of the heac
Early in the term, Bertha Weat ol that even if it irere such a stream, the by doting the stomach. Thi· is neltbei
Rum ford Palls, Indicted for adultery, defendants have made only a reasonable common sense nor scientific, as the lew
bad been allowed to go on good be- use of it; and that the interests of the medicine one swallows the better.
havior, and the judge had Instructed her mill owners are paramount as against
To cure catarrhal troubles, breatbf
to go home. Wednesday evening she those of pleasure seekers.
the
Hyomei and the medication
was apprehended by Jailer Farrar at
The case is undoubtedly good for two will healing to the
spot where the ca·
go rignt
South Paris and committed to jail, and days this week, possibly more.
tarrhal germs are present, and free th«
as it appeared that there was question
system from all catarrhal poison.
A Certain Care tbr Aching Feet.
as to ber mental condition, a plea of inF. A. Shurtleff & Co. bave seen sc
Allen'· Foot-Ease, * powder; cares Tired,
sanity was entered for her, and she was
Swollen feet.
Sample sent many cares of caUrrh made by Hyomei,

Supreme Judicial Court.

NOBWAT.

The annual fair of the Congregational
will be held D< c. β and 7 at their

society

NEW GOODS.

THIS YEAR'S MAKE,

75c., 90c., $1.00,

i, 2 and

3 quarts.

$1.25 and $1.50 each.

EVEP.V
PLAIN RUBBER AND FLANNEL COVERED.
SOON.
ONE
NEED
BOTTLE WARRANTED. YOU WILL
BETTER BUY NOW.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.
β Stores,

j 55?JSf J Maine.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

F.

F.

SnURTLEFF * CO.

A.

A.

8IICBTLEFF * CO

IIIItltlIttlItlIMiÎiiHÏniMfMMliiliÎIIMW
We

are

ready to do all kinds of

Carriage Work.
Wood, Iron and Fainting.

Plows and

repairs constantly on

hand. Castings of all kinds made to order.

Also all kinds of work usually done
ed to

by

F.

H.

Carriage

work

by
Ε.

Foundry

work

by

Carriage

and ornamental

H.

at a

carpenter's shop

will be attend

MUZZY.

MARSHALL·.

MELLEN J. CUM MINGS.
painting by

JULIUS A.

RECORD.

CUnrilNGS NANUFACTURINQ CO.
at

the F. C. Merrill

Foundry

and

Agricultural Works,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS
AS
A
DAILY

Paroid

proof caps—water proofeu on both

These

are some

of the

reasons

why

If your dealer cannot

supply

you,

Whole
ment.
1. Curtail and And a wild animal.
2. Behead aud curtail—a kind of pole.
lib3. Transpose—wide, extensive,

eral.

Longest

S.

without which we cannot be.
2. Transpoae—thoroughly disliked.
No. SIS.—Enigma.
1-î a nickname see;
Let 3-4 a pronoun bo;
In

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plans for Practical Farm Building».

Better

do it at

311.—Diamond.
A letter in school.
A heavy stick or club.
A boat used by Indians.
Dense vapur near the ground.
A letter in teacher.
No.

1.

2.

and prims.

8.
4.
5.

oooe.

No. SIS.—Doable EUatoaa.

Once
A

Wool

Carpets

to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Sour

Stomach

No appetite, lots ot strength, nerval
MM, hsarisnhs. constipation. bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and cctarrh
ef the stomaoh are all due to indigeetion.
This new disco*·
Kodol ο ore· Indigestion.
of dlge·try rsprseef the natural Juicee
Moa aa they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known toaia
and reoonstruethm properties. Kodol Dy»·
peptea Cure doee not only cure ledigeetio·
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
earee all atemach troubles by okenMng.
purifying. sweetening and strengthening
Aa mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr S. S. BO. of Mmmmmtoi. w. Va., *««"
I wkoèW «Oh tour afcxnAch for tvMd tm
bWonf st ai·* m m u*nc a te μΛ

Mr·*

Sm. which Mils for SO cant*.
ay a. α oewiTT *οα. ohioaoo.

Sola

by r. A. 8 h unie IT * Co.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

on u

aid

—

time in

early day

an

—

And puule his

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

did
With his
"
For treasures to
at the
They'd
Of the massive

;

.**

Of

a

a

Which wus only a
whero did
From
The black flag from hie
I
Th. y would
Bits of burning
to
would
arrows
They
nails to
knives
Or
But they never got In, ·ο

Stove Wood and

Λ :

—

and·

they sal

away.

Coal at

No.

81β-—Pietnre Charade.

Lot

The best ο
oak woodwork for closets. No ok
goods. Call and see this line. Job
N<
bing promptly attended to.
L·. M- Longley,
Maine
Vorwav,
Norway, Me.

My tint Is uu Hnlmal; my second Is
fulult; my tliinl Is to dispatch; my
whole le a feat represented by the pic-

an

ture.—New York Herald.

Norway National Bank.

Ko.

WOFK HORSE FOR SALE.
Good worker, double or single
fears nothing but a whip, perfectly

of

an

ο

ΟΟΟ·····000
•

·

·

·

·

•

·

·

·

·

2. Splendor. 3. To
I.—1. Appears.
away. 4. A tree. 5. A hard substance.
II.—1. A perch. 2. Egg shaped. 8. A
material used on ships to stop leaks.
4. A stub. β. To test
2. Proud. 8. A
III.
1. Smallest.
masculine name. 4. The ermine In Its
5. Relating to a certain
summer coat.
run

I
'
r

—

number.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside α r
>utalde work, tend In your orders. Pine Lun
:»er and Shingle* on hand Cheap for Cash.

31H.—Geographical Aaagnum.
1. Ada, cram, gas. A large Island
off the coast of Africa.
2. Retire, am, Anne, D. A large see
between two continents.
No.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
M ttched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

W.

ο

οοοοο

ocoeeeeeooo

Also Window & Door Frames

E*

ο

ο

ο

οοοοο

ΟΟΟΟΟϊΐΐΟΟΟΟΟ

CHANDLER,

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS
Slxe or Style at reasonable price*.

U.

ooooo

C. C. DEARBORN,
Near Fair Grounds.

Builders' Finish!

81T.—Connecte* Sgoarc*.
I.

kind and safe, will be sold at a lov
price as I wish to winter no horse
Will take par
Price one hundred.
pay in wood or hay or both.

E. W.

Arnychists

a

great

disturbance

a

shoes."

llio wide, wide world.
Make a note now to get Ely's Cream
"My," be exclaimed, "isn't this grand
nasal
with
troubled
are
if
Balm
and
you
to be able to leave this old shell
head.
in
the
cold
or
fever
catarrh, hay
It is purifying and soothing to the sen- toe the sights!"
who
sitive membranes that line the air-pass"But," cried a spring chicken
the disease,
like
ages. It Is made to cure
was standing near, "you may.not
not to fool the patient by a short, denor
ceptive relief. There is no cocaine into
mercury in it. Do not be talked
taking a substitute for Ely's Cream
Price
All druggists sell it.
Balm.
50 cents. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

present,
Values. "He gave her a $200
"
and now she calls him 'dear.'
at
'dear'
"Huh—he would have been
half the price."

CHANDLER,

CURED M£
iS,

1905.
Otkfield, M«.,Juijr
About six week» ago I w«i feeling very
much worn out, (am in my 83d year) and
felt that I must do something for myself if
I kept around. 1 was extremely tired,
and much of the time so dizzy that I could
I finnot walk straight across the floor.

Dear Sin:—

ally procured a bottle of the True "L. P."
Bittrrs and began taking them as prescribed.

Patents

speck
meg.

Now add

one

beaten egg thor

CROQUETTES.
Cook the macaroni until the ends split
then cut into half-inch pieces. Add t< I
each cupful one tablespoonful of stal j
grated cheese and allow two cupfuls ο [
this mixture to thefemountof sauce usei
for the chicken croquettes, omitting th
nutmeg. Crumb and egg, and fry th
A tomato sauc 3
same as the chicken.
is usually served with these, or dilute* I
catsup makes a delicious accompaniment

j

how you try."

be

"Well—eh—of course, I shall always

glad

Vere."

I

to have you call upon me, Mr.

ADVICE TO HOUSEWIVES.

No home is so pleasant, regardless of
the comforts that money will buy, as
when the entire family is In perfect
health. A bottle of Orino Laxative
TIMBALE.
I.OBSl'EB
Fruit Syrup costs 50 cents. It will cure
Cut tho cooked flesh of tho fish int· > every member of the family of constipath
5
to
small cubes and add two cupfuls
tion, sick hradacbe or stomach trouble.
sauce given above, omitting the onioi 1 P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
and adding half a toaspoonful of lemo ι
Two Irishmen, Pat and Mike, stood
juice; simmer slowly and then fill pas
try cup·. Pie pastry baked in pattj looking at bricklayers who were working
I I on a building that was being erected,
pans makes fine substitutes for the pu
paste shells. When serving chickei > when the following conversation was
creamed in these pastries, by addin ? overheard :
Mike—Pat, kin yez tell me what kapes
whipped cream to the tops one secures *

THHOUOH TDK SHELL.

1

does not suddenly Hash into steam uniler the influence of the great heat. It
docs not even boil It simply evaporates quietly and slowly as it rolls
Now, suppose that
about the plate.
the drop on the plate is α volatile liquid like sulphurous acid. It will evaporate. unci this evaporation will proLet α drop of water fall
duce cold.
In the sulphurous achl drop, uml it will
be frozen in spite of the heat M. Bouthus froze water 011 a white hot

tigny

platinum

capsule.

Faraday

carried

this remarkable experiment even further. Touring some ether and solid)·
fled carbonic neld gas on α redliot plat*
luum capsule, he formed α spheroidal
very slowmass which evaporated

ly. Ile then brought some mercury
into contact with It, and this was instantly frozen. Now, mercury requires
a temperature of 40 degrees below xero
to solidify It. and here it was frozen on
redhut

platinum.

Λ Reatleaa Patch of Earth.

them bricks together?
There is, near to the Thurlngen sumPat—Sure, Mike; it's the mortar.
mer resort. Trauusee, a curious and
FISH CREAM TIMBALE.
that
dom
a
Mike—Not by
kapea
sight;
locally, celebrated phenomenon—name
Add one cupful of cooked bass or hali
them apart.
ly, the floating Island which disports
but, rubbed through a sieve, to half th
is
>
the
original
If an article is imitated,
amount of sauce given for the chickei
Itself at will, now at this und now on
croquettes, omitting the onion and nul always best. Think it over, and when that side of the Hautsee, a small and
of salve to keep
meg and adding minced parsley; thei ι you go to buy that box
charmingly situated lake. The little
add one-fourth cupful of bread crumble· 1 around the house, get DeWitt's Witch
island also has Its own flora, varying
the
and
ι
the
beate:
is
whites
of
It
Salve.
two
and
Hazel
original
fine
eggs
very
Good from that on the immediately udjaeeut
three
on every box.
is
buttered
small
fill
name
then
cups
stamped
stiff;
which may be menfourths full with this mixture; oove r for eczema, tetter, boils, cuts and mainland, among
Drosera
with a piece of oiled paper and set in
bruises, and easily reoommended for tioned the "meat consuming"

palatable dish.

pan of warm water, which should
up two-thirds of the height of the moldf
Cook in a moderate oven until the cet
ters are firm; then gently slip out on ι
com s

warm

dish and

serve

APPLE

immediately.

FRITTERS.

piles.

Sold

by

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

How it Struck Him. Mrs. Suburbs
(with paper)—I see that the site of the
Garden of Eden has at last been located.
Mr. Suburbs—Yes? When will the sale

of lots take place and what's the fare
from the city hall?

ascertain

Dmiqn·
Copyrights 4c·

askrtchandde^pttonmay
opinion fr·· whetner an

onr

Scientific American.

drA handsomely Illustrated weekly. lowest
Termi.Ma
culaUon of any sctentiHc
newsdealer».
year: f our montba, |L Bold by all

Journal.

&

Mouldings si.

Sumner,

Quality.
Suburbanite (to visitor)—Ob, how art
you? Come right in. Don't mind the
dog. Visitor—But won't he bite? Sub
urbanité—That's Just what I want tc
An Unknown

Malm u

....

High

of

Sift

rotimdifolla, while flowers und edible
berries r*row here in rank profusion
und slender birches oust their shade
over those who care to laud and Inthis restless little putch of
earth. Birds are especially partiul to

vestigate

>

___

Sepia

specialty.

"

L. M. TUFTS,

HILLS,
Optioian.

Jeweler and Graduate

LowestPrices iHOxfordOGunty.
NORWAY,

BUY

Revelation Shoes.

REDUCED BATES
Fare Pertfaad te Best·»
Itsteressi

...

daily, except Sunday,

For Sale in South Paris.

payment required.
purchase real estate,

write or call on us.
of the beat

We have for sale
Oxford
farms in

Agency,

"Largest in the World."
YORK.

ISO NA55AU STREET, NEW

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

m,

M, M

Opportunity

ι

Save

They

Trunks, Bags

W. 0.

Frothingham,

South Paris.

Receivers Sale.
Water Power, Mill, Machinery and
Real Estate.
Supreme Judicial
By virtue of a decree of tbe made
tbe

twentyCourt of tbe State of Maine,
fourth day of August, A. D. 1906, In tbe cause of
J. W. Maxwell etal, in equity against Tbe Linen
Manufacturing Company pending in aald Su·
Judicial Conrt In tbe County of Oxford,
wa* appointed Receiver of raid The Linen
Manufacturing Company and ordered to sell,
transfer or otherwise convert Into cash tbe property and asset· of said corporation, and, In pur•urance of aald decree, 1 shall sell, at tbe mill of
said Tbe Linen Manufacturing Company, at
Snow's Falls In I'arla In the < ounty of Oxford,
to the highest bidder, under the conditions hereinafter stated and subject to the approval of
said Court, on Tuesday, tbe sixth day of November A. D. MM, at twelve o'clock noon, tbe following described property of aald The Linen
Manufacturing Company; the Mill and buildings and structurée appurtenant thereto together
with the machinery, appliances, tool*, chemicals
and all other article· comprising the property
and assets of aald Tbe Linen Manufacturing
Company and In or abont said Mill and lu
appurtenances. Al»o the water power and all
real estate of The Linen Manufacturing ComFalls, comprising tbe prempany at said Snow'stbe
8now's Fall· Manufacises conveyed by
turing Company to said The Linen Manufacturdated
deed
September SO, 1902,
ing Company by
and recorded Id the Oxford County Registry of
in
Hook
276, Page 418,
District,
Eastern
Deeds,
excepting and reserving, however, all tbe emery
ore lying on (aid pn-mlses; also the premises
conveyed by Mark H. Nlskanen to said Tbe
Linen Manufacturing Company by deed dated
October 14 1902. and recorded In said Keglstry
In Book 276. Page 412. part of the premises last
mentioned being subject to a mortgage to Louise
J. Brlggs of South Paris In sabl town of Paris
on which there le now due the sum of sixty-one
dollar· and flfty cent* (#01 Λ0) which mortgige
is to be assumed ami paid by the party purchaa
lng said property ; also tbe premises conveyt d
by tireenleaf Kmery to aald The Linen Manufacturing Company by deed dated February 24,
1003, and recorded in said Registry In Book 279,
Page 120; also the premises cn\eved by Charles
T. Buck et al, to said The Linen Slanufacturlng
Company by deed dated April 20, 19K1. ami recorded in said Keglstry In Rook 279, Page 309,
to
which last mentioned premises are
the rights of said grantor·, their heir· and assigns to pasture all aald premise· not covered by tbe water of the reservoir which said Tbe
Linen Manufacturing Company or tta assigns
baa built or maintained, or shall build or main-aln thereon and excepting and reaervlng all the
wool and timber upon said premise· or that
•hall hereafter grow there and no partition
fence· «hall be built on aald premise·; also the
conveye i by Wtllard K. Bryant to said
he Linen Manufacturing Company by deed
dated April 20, 1903. and recorded In said R gls.
try in Book 279, Page 301 ; also all right, title a .<1
Interest which said The Linen Manufacturing
Company bad at tbe time of (aid f'ecrec or uow
hai and which I. as aald Receiver, now have In
certain Letters Patent of the Unite·! Statea and
of certain foreign countries applied for by or
Issued to Benjamin Cusblng Mudge, aa follow· :

are

worth 25 cents each

on

îxchange plan.

my

A full line of Columbia Disc and
Cylinder Machines and Records.

Call and hear them talk.

I also carry

and Suit Cases

or

Records,

Supplies.

sons'

broken

vour

J

damaged Cylinder

All Kind of Ma-

$3.50.
$3.00.

Α. VIξ WALKER &

W. A. Porter,

SON,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Help Wanted.

For Sale.

Lady help wanted for steady em3000 feet first class iron piping, ployment, for further particulars infrom one to two inch. Will sell for
10

quire

per cent, less than wholesale cost.
R. L. CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.

of

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

rreme

#

U-*

Eastern Steamship Cmpani

MAINE.

to

NINE

YEARS

AGO

WE

TOLD

YOU

Un'derwood

—

Church—What do you think of youi
»
Put a bit of camphor away with silv<
wife'· voice since abe took muaio lessons!
Gotham—It's no better; there aeemi ; not in use, it will prevent tarnishing.
To keep wooden bread boards in goi
to be more of it
oondition, scrub them with sand or sa'
instead of soap.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAI
To revive flowers sent by post, plung
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablet· the stems Into hot water and let them r<
Druggists refund money if it fall· U > main until the water ii oold, then ου
E. W. Gbovx'b signature is 01 the ends of the stems afresh and put th
core.
each box. 25c.
flowers into fresh oold water.

:

il.#
$1.·

Sept. 17, atesa
ftprnce, Fir, and Poplar Commencing Monday,
era alternately leave Franklin Whar
«tali··.
delivered at aijr
Portland, and India Wharf, Boa toi

WEST PARIS,

vauce

—

If you desire

Patents in Blucher and Polish

All other leathers

jst. XX.

IF YOU want a quick caah
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FKEK listing blanks. No a<l-

LADIES

Λ

Ε. H. PIKE,

SJDRXjIN- ^.JSTJD OOHHAM,

MAINE.

Oculist.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

The E. A Strout Farm

"

Wanted.

SIMON STAHL,

County.

this spot, wild ducks and other uquatlc
together one and a third cupful ®
birds CveeJing here in great numbers.
flour, two teaspoopfuls of bakin
and one-fourth teaspoonful c ' Many men give lavishly of gold,
But .he great event of the year is the
powder
NOTICE.
subject
a grating of nutmeg; then beat int } To build bridges and castles and towers "Volksftwt" held upon the island evsalt,
T· the Bolder* or Oxford Coaatjr BsaA 1
this two-thirds cupful of milk and on 6
of old;
when dunclng and
Ascension
day,
ery
Notice Is hereby riven that bonds numbered
1 If
beneegg. When a smooth batter has bee
you want everlasting fame, a
"bmtwurst eating," washed down by
Su, Inclusive, of the outstanding Court Houi I
Grade Portrait Work tobonds
add two sour apples parec
factor be,
of OxOrd County, Maine, are called ft r aee. I only bought that watchdog thlf secured
the ο li.atory beer. Is the order of the
}
Dro
small
Mountain
into
at the Norwa
cut
and
are
cored
and
and
pieces.
the
Give
Rocky
payable
needy
poor
payment
morning.—Le Rire.
National Bank, st Norway, Maine, on Xovembi \
day.—Tall Mull Uuzette.
into deep smokin, ?
Tea.
dessertspoonfuls
by
first, 1906.
in Crayon, Water color,
hot fat nntil a golden brown; then serv 9 F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
The fifty bond· described above will oease I 9
Very Tree.
Tliey Joined Hand·.
with a lemon or currant jelly sauc< »#
bear Internet after November first.
"Mother
One day a little girl said.
OEOB >E M. ATWOOD.
Canoed berries or cherries make flo ®
—Poor
Mr. Itbodes once told a circle of Çremise·
Old
Lady
(compassionately)
Treasurer.
County
I feel nervous."
of his
fritters also. Instead of chopping th
and Oil a
fellow! 1
South Paris, Maine, Oet. 10,1906.
your blindness is in- friends after dinner the story
"Nervous!" said the mother. "Wbal apple it can be cored and pared, the curable. euppose
Have you ever been treated? first meeting with Iîelt. "I called at
la 'nervous Y
sliced one-fourth inoh thick crossway
Blind Man (sighing)—Yes, mum, but Torges' late one evening," he said, "and
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Steam Engine and Boilei Γ "Why, If β being in a hurry al and dipped into the batter.
not often. 'Taint many as likes to be
there was Belt working uwuy as usual.
seen goin' into a saloon with a blind
over," was the reply.
ORANGE FRITTERS.
Fer isle Cheap.
'Do you uever take a rest?' I asked.
Peel the fruit and remove all the whit e beggar.
'Not
often,' he replied. 'Well, what's
Austria, applied for Apr. 10,1903;
Pnaaler.
Γ
the
to
six
horse
Second hand,
Key
powe
membrane; then separate into section 8
Belgium. 1(19.879, Apr. 14, 1903;
the bowels open when you have your game?' said I. Ί am going to
1
Keep
Να 303.
Easy Transpositions:
France,321.124. Apr. 11.19Ctf;
and take off as much of the thin fibre ei
engine and eight horse power boilei
to
allay control the whole diamond output bea cold and use a good remedy
103(WO. Apr 9, 1903;
3
Germany,
2. Lump. plum.
SOUTH PARIS. Call ami see them at A. C. Jones »' Cheap, peuch.
casing them as possible; then dip tb g the inflammation of the mucous memNichols St.,
Hungary, 29,890, Apr. 14, 19'S;
fore I am much older,' he answered
Vol.
sections into fritter batter and drop int
171, Apr. 20.1903;
225,
Reap, pear.
LaxaItaly,
is
best
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
branes. The
Kennedy's
'Thut's funny,'
as he got off his stool.
Portugal, 4,270. Aug. 21,1903;
Να 304.—Illustrated Central Acros the hot fat. These do not need an i tive Honey and Tar.
It contains no
for Apr. 1, 1903;
Russia,
to
applied
mliul
made
have
up my
I said. Ί
Dr. Austin Tenney,
NOTICE.
1. Basin. 2. Skate. 3 sauce, but fine sugar should be duste
tic: Sallust.
Spain, 31.5.V7, June 30.1903;
opiates, moves the bowels, drives out the
Idea.
We had better join
Sweden. 19,110, Apr. 11,1903;
In the District Court of ibe United States for tt * Gulls.
cold. Is reliable and tastes good. Sold do tha same.
4. Bales. 5. Brush, β. Masts over them.—New
Mexico. 3,149, Aug. 2ft, 1903;
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Join hands they did. Unlike
hands.'
by F. A. Shurtleff ft Co.
7. Miter.
Argentine. 3,644, July 23.1903;
In Um matter of
)
Scraps.
Savins
Soap
It h odes had small
Cecil
Belt.
Alfrod
6,772, Oct. 29, 1903;
Japan,
ALBERT COULOMBS.
No. 305.—Charade: Cape, Abel—capa
J In Bankruptcy
Great Britain. 8.167, Apr. 8. 1903;
He—Why do we do the meanest and patience with arithmetical details.
I save bits of eoap Id an empty baking ;·
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt. )
ble.
Victoria,
the
love
20,628. May 14.1903;
those
we
to
hateful
things
To the creditor* of Albert Con loin be, I ®
powder can. When it ifl full, I put th β most
New South Wale*. 13,184, May 18, 1903;
Once this characteristic Involved him
Να 300.—Problem: Tom, Dick am I
the County of Oxford and district afbreeald :
into a tin basin, nearly cover wit li best?
New Zealand, 16,403, Aug.2ft. 19<3;
soap
balance
a
Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th day < 1
She—I presume it is because no one In a difllculty. Bitching
Harry are ten years old.
Queensland, 7 287, May 20,1903;
boiling aoft water, and stir until th β
October. A. D. 1S06. the said Albert Coulomb
Western A ut-tralla, 4.410, May x7,1903;
sheet Into the pile of papers before
would stand it.
No. 30T —Riddle: Ice.
waa <My abjudicated bankrupt, and that the fin I
eoap is softened somewhat aud the watc r one else
Canada, 82.518, Aug. 18.190t;
Will be at Elm House, Norway, meeting of hi* creditor* will be held at the ο lie
Beit, he exclaimed desperately, "Ilere,
Να 308.—Crone word Enigma: Khodo like thin soft soap. I then pour it int ο
United 8tatca, 733,103, June 30,1903;
8
South
Pari
or
the
No.
Market
Beferee,
For heaven's
Square,
4Ani)wvai
old teacups to harden, not too much i
RESULT OF NEGLECT.
Alao all right· and interest· In every name and
you uuderstuud thlugs.
on the 47th day of O. t. A. D. 1906, at 10 o'cloc
Tuesdiy, Oct. 33d. Hours 9 a. m tn
nature which said Tbe l.lnen Manufacturing
a cup.
the forenoon, at which time Um said credltoi
Να 809.—8yncopatlou : Coral, coal.
In most eases consumption results sake tell me how I stand."
bad at tbe time of aald decree or now
All glasses warranted. may
to S p. m.
Company
attend, prove their claim·, appoint
If it is for winter use I stir in a littl
from a neglected or Improperly treated
has and which. 1, as said Receiver, now bave by
examine the bankrupt, and tranaai
stone before molding
ί
certain
cure·
mo·
on Flah.
of
aaalgnment In writing given by
and
the
virtue
Tar
the
Live
cures
At Hotel, Fryeburg, Wednesday, truste»,
pumice
and
Tar
That
pulverized
Foley'e
Honey
Butterflies
cold.
*ueh other bu-lne*· aa may properly come U
Foley's Honey
Benjamin Cusblng Mudge to aald Tbe Linen
obstinate coughs and expel· the colt I This soap prevents chapping, and is w
foresaid meeting.
moit obstinate coughs and
prevents
The butterfly was blue au<l transpar- Manufacturing Company dated July 2, 1902, and
Nov. 7th.
whe
hands
South Part·. Oct. 13 1906
the
from the system and it 1· mildly laxative pecialiy good to cleanse
serious results. It oosts you no more ent Ah through blue glase Its tiny recorded In tbe Patent Offlce at Waablngton In
WALTER L. OKAY.
It is guaranteed. Do not risk taking ; soiled from contact with kettles or th
tbe Dlatrict of Colnmbta, United State· of Amerithan the unknown preparations and you
Keterce In Bankruptcy
heurt coulJ bo seen beating Inside Its ca, July 7,1902, In Book H-65, Page 364 of Tran·stove.
eoft
coal
a
For Sale.
care
of
in
the
but
the
genuine
yelloi
any
should insist upon having the genuine in
newsa
read
aud the professor
I usually use up my scraps of laundr
package. Sold ny F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co
the yellow package. F. A. Shurtleff A body,
Said real estate will be told subject to the
ited.
The Dutton Place on Fern Street,
Its lovely blue
paper article through
taxe·, <luly assessed thereon, (or the year 19116,
soap in my "eoap shake" for dish wasl Co.
finished
to one hundred seventeen dollars and
the
into
"Is
hand
wood
turnei
what
I
make
amounting
so
that
he
said,
pteroNorway Village, seven
"amalgi
"This,"
Experienced
wings.
"You kiss like an expert,1' said thi ing,
ninety centa ((117.90) and will be sold free from
I am can
mat ion eoap" is toilet soap.
butterfly. It anv
rooms, one unfinished room with one who can also run a Cowdre
liens thereon created by any existing atmaid.
a dog-collar," said the cus- poda, a Mediterranean
"I
want
pretty
ful to let the soap stand, not only unt
on said real estate and also free from
"How do you know I do?" queries I
eats fish. On Its tongue are rows of tachments
plenty of clostt room, shed and Weymouth lathe. Apply to Mi
tomer.
any Hen or claim In favor of Carroll M. Warren
it hardens, but until it is thoroughl
the
absent-minded
hooks. They serve as teeth. of Portland In the County of Cumberland and
stable. Buildings all comparatively Hall at 60S Eastern Ave., Mapl« the mere man.
sir,"
replied
"Yes,
pointed
dry, as it will last longer and be mor man behind the counter. "What size
of Maine or any one claiming uuder him
new and in good repair.
Handy for wood, Mass. SAM'L E. JORDAI
This beautiful creature would turn up State
satisfactory to use. If used too soon th shirt do
by t1i tue of a certain lease given by said The
wear?"
and
lilies,
is much more easily cure< (
roses
the
of
A
cold
in
you
work
a
at
who
garden
one
noso
Linen
Manufacturing Company to said Carroll
shr>p
10
muc
Its
might
bits of undissolved soap are
BRUSH CO.
any
M. Warren dated January 16.1904, and recorded
when the bowels are open. Kennedy'i 1 harder than that which holds them t(
Call
but It would feast ecstatically upon a In
and will be sold at a bargain.
said
Rezlstry of Deed· In Itook 281, I'age 260.
Laxative Honey and Tar open· th< 1
This is the season of decay and weakeel. Now and then a pteropoda
The conditions of said sale are that all said
gether that the cake is apt to brea
on or address A. J. Stearns, Norbowel· and drive· the cold out of thi 1
Nature is being shorn of its putrid
ened
fc
vitality.
or
be
Califorand
the
property hereinbefore described will be sold
waste,
again ready
apart
Is found on the Florida or
and no bid less than two thousand Ire
way, Maine.
•yatem In young or old. Sold by F. A the can of scraps all too soon.
beauty and bloom. If you would retain nia coast. It Is only abundant, though, lofrttber
dollars ($2600) will be received. The
hundred
Hollis
Shurtleff A Co.
yonrs, fortify your system with
whom said property la awarded, at
to
bidder,
8δ oents, In the Mediterranean."
Mountain Tea.
ter's
sale must at the time of said sale, deposit
Rocky
said
Kitchen Wrinkles.
Portland Division.
West

For Price and Particulars address,

tpteial notice,

~

"Ah, Mise Bute," interrupted Percy
Vere, "You couldn't do that, no matter

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

îtsïïiœrd»..
■«a sa
without charge, Ut th·

water.
Lottie—"I have such a dread of growThen the duckling, with a mighty efing old !"
bui-st the sides of his shell and in
fort,
haven't!"
I
Dottie—"Pshaw!
minutes was puddling uround as
few
it
I
got
suppose you've
Lottie—"No;
as he could lie.
that."
happy
past
"Isn't it a shame," said he to himself,
Henry E. Jones of Tamps, Fla., writes: "that I did not have sense enough to
"I can thank Ood for my present health,
of my ehell before?"—Detroit
I tried come out
due to Foley's Kidney Cure.
Journal.
of
doctors and all kinds
kidney cures,
but nothing did me much good till I
The Calorie Paradox.
Four bottles
Cure.
took Foley's Kidney
Freezing is usually associated with
cured me, and I have no more pain in
cold, but water can be frozen on a redmy back and shoulders. 1 am 62 years
Τliiy pretty experiment baa
old, and suffered long, but thanks to hot plate.
the culorlc paraFoley's Kidney Cure I am well and can rightly been culled
walk and ejioy myself. It Is a pleasure dox. If η drop of water Is placed on a
to recommend it to those needing a kid· red hot or white hot metal plate it
J

? »

quantity desired^

In any

EXPERIENCE

Anyonesendlnf

HIS H RAD ΤΠΙΙϋβΤ

Co.,

WOOD A5HES FOR SALE

60 YEARS*

>
prevents pneumonia and consumption.
! Contains no opiates. The genuine is in him.
scalded add one tablespoonful
Refuse substitutes.
ι a yellow package.
"Come out of your shell!" cried a big
and .two of fiour rubbed together unti IF. A. Shurtleff à Co.
in the
duck, who was swimming about

then stir it into the milk unti!
it is dissolved and the sauce is smooth
add one teaspoonful of scraped onion
one of salt, one-fourth of white peppei
and two of scraped celery stalk, a tinj
of cayenne and a dusting of nnt

W. J. Wheeler db

soon

The True "L. F." will cure old or jroung who
in any form, bilmay be sufferin| with indigestion
■*"***, constipation, humors and catarrh, 35c.
Γ
Colored Postal Carda. 60 subject*
Sons, Selling
rfcfc.· write «· Η· H. Hajr'a
■ ,vv*
*
Agents, Portland, Me.

ontcklT

It after awhile. The rain may pour
first
down and wet you as It did me the
llay I was in the barnyard."
That gave the duckling something to
bis
think about. Presently he made up
Mind us to what to do.
"I shall simply stay in my shell,"
"When it raine I shall draw
Different. The Lawyer—"So you mar- tu Id he.
and if the water rises
heud,
leisure!"
lu
at
iuy
ried in haste and repented
I married at about me my shell will float like a
The Lady—"No, sir.
bout."
leisure, and repented In haste."
Of course Master Duckling was very
A CARD.
much pleased with his Idea, and he
This is to certify that all druggists are drew in his head and went to sleep.
authorized to refund your money if While he slept α great storm came up,
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your mid the shell, instead of floating like a
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals boat, sank In the water like a rock.
the lungs and prevents serious results
Master Duckling was sure that be
from a cold. Cures la grippe cough and
would drown before help could reach

smooth,

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
morey as they can be sold ft r the quality of the instrument. Also I have
Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
the best pianos that are on the market.

are

found they were helping me,
Wining· Block.
and now after taking ft of a bottle am feel·
Maine,
ing well as could be expected for one of my •outb. Parle,
Stlvkstm.
T.
M.
Mas.
Yours
truly,
age.
I very

rf f

When a horse is so overworked It lies
down and in other ways declares its inability to ko further, you would consider
it cr.minal to use force. Many a man
of humane impulses, who would not
willingly harm a kitten, is guilty of
cruelty where his own stomach is concorncd. Overdriven, overworked, when
what it needs is something thai will distomach
gest the food eaten and help the
to recuperate.
Something like Kodol
For Dyspepsia that is sold by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

■

Pint Mortgage Pour per cent twenty
year bonds in $100 and 9500 pieces
Price 101.
For Sale at

thot thim

which
ered only with fine down, from
the feathers later grow.

There was once a duckling—not
old one either; In fact, he had just
very
There isn't
Dugan—"Faith they are!shakln'
head thrust through the shell
his
ot
;
his
in
a crowned head bnt do be
at
of an egg and taken his first peep

do be creatln'

MACARONI

BONDS FOR SALE.
Water Co. of

-Foolish Little Duck

Nu
paper and serve on a folded napkin.
"I have already said 'No' to you, Mr. '
meats placed on top for a decoratioi 1 Vere," said Mies Bute. "I don't seem
if
tho
make an attractive dish
croquette to be able to make myself plain, although !
I
are made into tlat cakes.
I have tried—"

for team.

Norway

Casey—"01

see

abroad."

roll in fine stale bread crumbs and thei
in beaten egg yolk diluted with a littli
milk and again in the crumbs, seeing
that every part of the croquette is cover
ed. When all are made, drop two ο
three into a kettle of smoking-hot fa
and fry a delicate brown; then drain οι I

of Plumbing Goods.

charge

A Co.

mixture until thi
then add two cup
fuis of cooked chicken. Spread on a fia
dish, buttered, and when cool take ont
level tablespoonful of the mixture in th<
palm of the hand and shape into a cylin
der, flattening the ends on the table

South Paris, Maine.
new

few of
very

easily served; and In the larger cities the
pastry used in the preparation of suoh
entrees can be ordered from the bakeries
and then reheated and filled.
There are four divisions of entrees:
(1) Hot chopped mixtures such as ragout
or salpicon served in borders of mashed
potatoes, rice, macaroni, etc. ; (2) Chopped mixtures enclosed in pastry, breadcrumbs or batter, or fried: (3) Purees or
cream sauces mixed with meats, fowl
and fish, eto., to form souffles, mousses,
quenelles, etc. ; (4) Solid pieces of meats
formed into fillets, cutlets, eto. There
are also cold entrees such as aspic dishes,
but in this article only the simpler entrees will be dealt with.
Care must be exercised in preparing
the ingredients, and all inedible parts
must be eliminated and the entree seasoned and made as attractive as possible.
It is a lamentable fact that few housekeepers have at band any seasoning other
than pepper, salt, butter and possibly an
onion. The list is almost exhauetless
whereby one can produce a variety ol
foods almost from the same meats. One
condiments which
of the seasoning
should find a place in every household ie
paprika, or Hungarian red pepper, and
this is much sweeter and more mild than
cayenne pepper. Green parsley can be
purchased almost the year round even in
the small cities, and almostevery woman
who has a llowor bed or vegetable garden
The
can have this herb for the picking.
foliage of celery can be used for the
seasoning by mincing it, and the shallot
or chives, which anybody can grow in a
pot, makes delicious additions to the
culinary department and is much more
delicate than its cousin, the onion. Λ
bottle of curry will prove worth its price
for adding zest to entrees, but one must
learn to use it delicately.
Croquettes are the best-known entree,
and after the first principles are master
ed they are comparatively easy to make,
They can be made in various shapes,
the cylindrical being most used.
The following recipes, if followed
exactly, will bring good results:
CHICKEN CHOyl'ETTES.
Prepare a sauce of ono cupful of mill
placed in a double boiler, and when it ii

oughly and stir the
egg is incorporated,

A. W. Walker & Son's,
A

a

are

PIANOS.

I am 83 Years Old
AND "LF." MEDICINE

For

of buttei

—

Edgings,

iirtefcv."
Kodol HgaXa What Yoe Eat

Mates es*. 11.00 SU· holdin· 2% ttaestheaw

α

My

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

A LOW PRICE

relation shows.
all this answer know·.

B-€

ides Paroid so strong guaranty sty
Uov't., railways, factories and farmers everywhere.

money-back guaranty.
dont take a substitute but send for samples

II.

Whole—The end of being.
1. Behead and curtail—to do that

it lasts

a

we can

so long—why it iaso largely used by the U.
All we ask is that you try it, on our

312.—Word Change·.
I.
A committee of manage·

—

Because it is madeof thobest/elt—made in oar own
mills (established in 1817); other manufacturers buy
their felt outside and sun ply saturate and coat it.
Because α is soaked (not dipped) in a saturating
compound w hich make· it water proof in eutry fibre.
Became i t is coated on bot h aidée with the ttnmoft,
thickest, smoothest, toughest, most flexible eoaticg
used on any ready roofing. Don't take our word akM
tor it. Compare Paroid with any other. Ton can see
and feel the différence. Paroid doea not break or
crack in the coldest weather or run in hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
aide»—the only caps that will not rust, work loose

lot of Paroid; open it; insa» « t it; apply it to your r»>of,
and if then you are not satisfied
that you ha ve the l* »t ready roofing
made, s nd us your came and addre*;. and we -.. ill send you a check
for tiie fall ci-ot ol the rooting including the cost v( applying it.
oue

leaks.

Parold Lasts

UL-OoaU· Aero·tie.

No.

«

Money-back

a

Is number four.
For «alt alone, yet many of ua thrive
On number five
Primal· denote sundry ware·;
for which every one ear··.
that
Final·,

Guaranty

Roofing-

cause

Roofing With

musical Instrument?
rapidly moving object?
stormy night?

a
a

Full many feats of almbleneu are don·
At number one.
▲ fine large lake you'll view
In number two.
All recollection blotted out will be
In number three.
Pertaining to a Gallic prince of yore

will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
bring you a free sample copy.

Hie

Croquettes, timbales, pates, quenelles,

puffs, fritters and rissoles are
side by the well known entrees that

fat man running?

a

No.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
to THE NEWTour name and address on a postal card

PAPER.

and

aide?
5. By
β. By
T. By
8. By

Both Papers One Year lor 12.25.

NEWS-

rust

What bird le suggested—
L By a coward?
2. By a gold coin?
8. By a child's toy?
4. By the masts of ship·

and contains all the most Important
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
and have not
If you live in the village or on a farm
in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
small cost.
with all important news of the world at a very
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
can secure it with
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyouOxford
Deiocrat,
Tm
your own favorite local newspaper,

An entree ia served between an; of
the regular courses at a luncheon or dinAs it is served from the side, it ia
ner.
usually shaped in individual portions.

Bird·,

Λα Aolnjal Story
Little Polks

day's play.
wiç? Eodol For Dyspepsia contains the
digestive juioes of a healthy stomach
and will pat yoar stomach in shape to
▲
Have yotf ever seen a dock ling?
perform Ita important fnnotlon of supbody and brain with strength buckling i· a small duck, and they are
plying theblood.
Digests what you eat,
building
little tilings you
relieves Indigestion, Dyspepsia, 8our the cutest, yellowest
a single
Stomach, Palpitation of the Heart and ircr came across, without
covShurtleff
▲.
F.
being
bodies
Sold
little
by
their
leather,
Constipation.

Concerning Entrees.

ϋο. 3 ΙΟ.—Λ atome tke

almost u
it a metropolitan newspaper for busy people,
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
good «β a daily, and yourtimes
every week.
bring* it to your door three
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
news of The Daily

GOOD

BUY

Cen too win? You mils· that to wis
in anything these days, require· strength,
with mind and body in tune. ▲ man or
Correspondence on topic* of Internet to the ladles woman with disordered digestive organs
le solicited. Address: Editor ΗΟΜΒΜΛκηβ,
work or a
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me. Is not in shape for a day's
How can they expeot to

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Freight

line·.

rates

at 7 P. M.

alwaya

aa

low

sa

oth<

•There's nothing like perseverance

▲11 cargo, except Live Stock, via th
a team era of this Company, ia inture
against Are and marine riak.
General Aganl
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Ms.

The house and land belonging to the
A. H. HANSCOM, Q. P. and T. A,
eetate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
situated In the center of the village, baa Boaton,
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
■•TICK.
with sheds, largo attic, Ac., and is la
W· wish all who do work for the Town c
excellent condition. The grounds are
Parts oa the Highway would prssent their M
extensive, containing additional house >0
th· Selectman la hk eecttoa of the town ever
lota.
We want to give the order and hav
Saturday.
W. T. HKWSTT.
fee ««ft oa oar boaka.
SELECTMEN OW PAE1S.
JAM IS 8. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Parte.

I

Matoh marks on the kitchen wall, whic

bave been caused by carelessly s tri kin
it'· boaad to tell In the long run."
matches on them, will disappear if rut
"Not alwava. Did you ever set a hei ι bed first with the out surface of a lemoi
on a porcelain egg?"
then with a clean cloth dipped in whil
ing. Afterwards wash the snrfaoe wit
If you have lost your boyhood spirits, warm water and soap, and then quiokl
oourage and confidence of youth, we offei wipe with a clean cloth wrong ont c
you new life, fresh courage and freedom clear water.
from ill health in Holflster'a
Rock]
Make your own night lights. If yo
Mountain Tea. 85 cents, Tea or Tablets ran short of night lights try this plan
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Take an ordinary was candle and som
finely powdered salt Burn the oandli
so as to get level, and then cover the to
Money talks—trouble.
with a layer of salt, leaving only th
Foley's Kidaey Cure wiUcure any oasi Iblaokened end of the wick exposed
of kidney trouble that Is not beyond I Light the oaodle and It will bora slowlj
saedleal aid. F. A. Shurtlafl A Co.
giving a faint, bat itsady light.

Tea or Tablets.

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Mrs. Nexdore—I've been thinking of
having my daughter1· voice cultivated.
Would you?
Mrs.

Knox—By

all means, if yon have

tried every other remedy.

True and tried friends of the family—
Best for
De Witt*· Little Early Risers.
results and beat to take. Rosy cheek·
and sparkling eyea follow the use of

these dependable little
not gripe or aloken. Sold
leff* Co.

lataltio·.

"The power of Intuition usually spokof us being so mysterious Is really
not so at all," said a woman recently.
"It Is merely the ordinary method of

en

reasoning from observation Intensified.
The so called Intultloual person différa
from the one of more commonplace
powers In possessing a keener sensitiveness to facts. She or be, for It If

pills. They do absurd to nsxert that this power
by F. A. Shurt- clusively feminine, observes a

Mrs. Upmore (at
bench show)—Look at that bulldog!
Isn't he the most bideona and repulsive
creatnre you ever saw?
Mr. Upmore (dog fancier)—Ton bet be
is! He's a beauty.

Finished Product.

A

The Power of

GUARANTEE!?CUl^E

FOR PILES.

Itehlng, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Piles. Druggists are authorised tore-

fond money if Paso Ointment falls to
onr· la 5 to 14 dajt. 60onfta.

Is exthou-

sand things (hat persons of duller sense
fail to nee and that are beyond the control of the most skillful actor."—New
York Tribune.
111· Contrlbatloa.

"What did that old miser put down

when you u.-ked him to contribute to
the charitable fund?"
"His foot."—Baltimore American.

patient
pong.—Dutch Proverb.

To wait and be
•

soothes many

with said Kecetver. cash to the amount of five
hundred dollars ($3u0) or a certified check for that
amount, pavable to said Receiver, which »um
shall be held by said Receiver, pending the approval of said sale by said Court If said sale Is
not approved by the Court, then said sum of
five hundred dollar· ($000) shall be returned to the person so depositing the same.
said sum of live hunIf Ibe sale Is at

proved,

dred dollars ($500) shall, upon payment of the
balance of the purchase price of said property, be applied to complete the paymeat of
said purchase price. If said bidder, to whom
sa'4 property Is awarded, shall, after approval
of said rale 6y said Court, tall to pay the balance
of said purchase price in s coord as ce with the
order of said Court upon approval of said sale,
then said five hundred dollar· ($600) shall be ap·
plied as said Court may direct, to the payment
of all costs and expense· of said sale and the
services of said Receiver on aooount thereof and
thx balance, If any remaining, shall be repaid to
said bidder.
1 shall also sell at the same time aad place, to
the highest bidder, the following aetcrlWl
property of said The Linen Manufacturing
Compsny:
Two horses, subject to a lien for keeping, the
amount of which lien will be folly stated at Um
time of said sale.
One double team.
One sleigh.
One double traverse pung.
One pair of driving harnesses.
Dated at Portland, Malae, October 9,1906.
CHABU» Α. BTàODT,
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